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ABSTRACT
Since national independence in 1947, when the colonial 
areas now forming the present Bangladesh were freed to become East 
Pakistan, a number of approaches for augmenting agricultural otuput and 
income have been attempted. The present study examines such an approach, 
styled "The Bankable Area Development Project", which is currently being 
advocated for the development of selected areas with agricultural 
potential.
Cross-section data for one year of a proposed pilot bankable 
project have been analysed to measure benefits, costs, and net benefits 
without project for each group of small farmers. Based on farm level 
information, one average annual farm plan with power irrigation and the 
other without it have been projected for each farm group to measure 
incremental benefits, incremental costs, and incremental net benefits 
with project. These data have been considered with other relevant 
information in the financial analysis of the Project.
The study shows that all the farm groups would be financially 
viable with power irrigation accompanied with credit and inputs, as the 
IRR to each of them would be impressive, i.e. more than 50 per cent, 
and the BCR would range from 1.09:1 to 1.29:1. Without power irrigation, 
on the other hand, financial viability for all the farm groups would be 
on a much lower key. Their IRRs would range between 16 per cent and 
more than 50 per cent, but their BCRs would be between 1.01:1 and
1.15:1 only.
(iv)
It is also revealed from the study that the BCR and the IRR 
for the Project with power irrigation is very impressive, i.e. 1.58:1, 
and more than 50 per cent respectively. Even with a 10 per cent cost 
escalation and a simultaneous 10 per cent reduction in benefits the 
IRR would remain a significant 44 per cent. The financing bank's BCR 
is 1.04:1 and IRR 18 per cent, both of which are financially encouraging 
However, with the 10 per cent overrun in costs and decrease in benefits 
the IRR would fall sharply to an alarming 4 per cent only.
Hence, the broad conclusion from this study is that bankable 
area development projects for small farmers in Bangladesh would 
demonstrate high financial viability, if the various enterprise and 
activity programmes are carried out as per appropriate and viable farm 
plans. To ensure viability of the financing bank, the credit programme 
should be invariably tied with the supervised utilization of inputs and 
extension, and the rigorous enforcement of credit discipline.
(V)
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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 National Agricultural Policy in Bangladesh
The major characteristic of agriculture in almost all the 
developing countries of the so-called "third world" is that it provides 
the largest source of income and employment for the national economy. 
Besides, it also plays the dominant role in generating foreign exchange 
resources as well as domestic savings for development of other sectors 
of the economy. Hence the overriding concern of the government, the 
planners, and the development agencies concerned in these countries has 
always been to work for expansion of production and employment in the 
agricultural sector and other allied fields of rural development. 
Nothing can be more relevant than these characteristics in the case of 
the agricultural economy of Bangladesh. Furthermore, there exist some 
other factors in the physiographic, climatic and cultural environment 
within the national economy. These factors are briefly reviewed in 
this chapter.
We may begin by stating that Bangladesh at this crucial 
juncture of its history faces a set of circumstances which may well be 
construed as the most difficult development problem in the world.
A staggering population of about 80 million, having a rural component 
of over 90 per cent and growing at an annual rate of 3.1 per cent, 
live in an area of 55,130 square miles, of which about 35,000 square
miles are cultivable. This fact stresses the stark reality of a very
2high man-land ratio in the rural sector. During the Pakistani era, the 
agricultural sector knew very little investment and was subject to 
very heavy concealed taxation besides direct taxes. Ravages by natural 
calamities such as floods, droughts, and cyclones are recurring 
phenomenon. The cyclone of 1970, considered as one of the worst in 
human history took toll of several hundreds of thousand human lives 
and millions of livestock, besides destroying assets belonging to 
millions of farmers and fiserhmen in the coastal areas. Over and above 
that, the armed struggle of 1971 took a heavier toll in lives and 
property and left the entire economy in a shambles. After the war the 
country was faced with the formidable task of rehabilitating about 
10 million displaced persons, reconstructing the badly battered infra­
structure of the economy, and tackling a critical food shortage due to 
dislocation of the rural economy in general, and decline of agricultural 
productivity in particular. Unfortunately, this desperate situation 
was further aggravated by widespread corruption, incompetence, and even 
cynically arbitrary mismanagement of various sectors of the economy 
by the then ruling class who took over immediately after the creation 
of Bangladesh. These shoddy affairs culminated in a famine in 1974 
which left several hundred thousand people dead and the condition of 
the surviving rural poor in utter dispair. It had been only after the 
pro-national political changes in the latter half of 1975, that a 
serious and sincere effort was undertaken to give agriculture its 
rightful place in the economic reconstruction and development programme, 
ensuring the prospect of a better life for the hitherto neglected rural 
people forming the overwhelming majority of the population.
3The dominant position of agriculture in the Bangladesh 
economy is emphasized by the fact that it contributes about 56 per 
cent of the GDP and over 80 per cent of employment. If transporting 
and marketing of agricultural products are included, the sector's 
contribution to GDP would be more than two-thirds. Furthermore, 
industries processing domestically produced agricultural goods contribute 
one-half the value added in manufacturing industries. Hence it can be 
emphatically said that in the foreseeable future the key to the pace 
of economic growth is held by agriculture. Production of foodstuffs 
is to be rapidly increased in order to eliminate the chronic food 
deficit and to meet incremental domestic demand with the rising 
population. Besides, it has to supply some of the increased raw 
material needs of domestic industries, and to contribute substantially 
to the balance of payment of the country, both by increasing exports 
and substituting imports.
Present agricultural policy in Bangladesh seeks to reconcile 
two objectives, i.e. generation of maximum agricultural output, 
specially food stuffs; and provision of maximum employment opportu­
nities for the rural population within the agricultural sector 
including its ancillary sub-sectors. To achieve this, the endeavour 
has been to concentrate on widespread dissemination of the seed- 
fertiliser technology of agricultural production, and to build up a 
rural infrastructure facilitating this technology through labour- 
intensive projects, viz., digging irrigation canals and clearing silted- 
up rivers, sinking irrigation tube wells, constructing embankments and 
roads to minimize the ravages of floods and facilitate movement of
4agricultural inputs, products, etc. A glimpse of the government's 
preoccupation to further this policy can be obtained from Table 1/1 
which shows the outlay for agricultural development during the First 
Five Year Plan 1973-78. Rapid extension of irrigated acreage is being 
sought to prevent crop failure and to raise additional crops with the 
seed-fertiliser technology during the dry season. This would also 
promote the demand for a heavier labour input and thereby provide 
more employment for the poor farm labourers.^ Out of the total area 
of 22 million acres, one-third is heavily flooded during monsoon every 
year, thus making it unadaptable to the seed-fertiliser technology.
Most of the remaining two-third area is without water for cultivation 
during the dry season. The government tube-well and low-lift pump pro­
grammes so far have been able to cover only about 5 per cent of the 
total cropped acreage. Similarly, the current annual use of chemical 
fertilisers is estimated to be around half a million tons, of which 
nitrogenous fertiliser manufactured locally from natural gas constitutes 
over two-thirds. From these facts, it is evident that there still remains 
much to be done for the dissemination of the seed-fertiliser technology.
It is to be noted that this technology is predominantly used in pro­
ducing high yielding variety (HYV) food crops and the acreage currently 
devoted to them would be around 3.5 million which is only 6 per cent of 
the total cropped acreage.
1 As Gunner Myrdal has rightly argued, technological reforms do not 
decrease the opportunity to improve labour utilisation, but, on the 
contrary, increase it. More labour is needed to expand the sown 
acreage, to do multiple cropping with irrigation, to collect and 
apply fertilisers, to do proper weeding and contour bunding, to 
harvest and process the larger output, etc., besides other 
ancillary activities. Asian Drama, An Enquiry into the Poverty 
of Nations, Vol. II, New York, 1968, pp. 1295-96.
5TABLE 1/1
BREAK-UP OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OUTLAY 
FOR THE FIRST FIVE YEAR PLAN
(Million Taka)
Ministry Min. of Min. of Min. of Other
Minis­
tries
Al location 
Heads
Total ofAgri-
Livestock
Fisheries
Flood Ctl. 
& Water
Rural
Devel-
culture & Forestry Resources opment
1. Irrigation Water:
i Large Scale 3095.00 - - 3095.00 - -
ii Tube-Well 1830.70 1830.70 - - - -
iii Low-Lift 740.00 740.00 - - - -
iv Small Scale 117.00 - - 117.00 - -
2. Fertilisers 360.80 360.80 - - - -
(4152.50)
3. Pesticides 809.20 809.20 - - - -
(1807.70)
4 . Seeds 68.80 68.80 - - - -
(446.60)
5. Special Crops 250.00 250.00 - - - -
6. Forestry 267.30 - 267.30 - - -
7. Livestock 382.80 - 382.80 - - -
8. Fisheries 309.80 - 309.80 - - -
9. Credit - - - - - -
10. Agr. Implements 30.00 30.00 - - - -
11. Storage & Market 184.40 184.40 - - - -
12. Research & Edn. 330.00 189.20 140.80 - - -
13. Institutions:
i IRDP 310.00 - - - 310.00 -
ii Works Progm. 1094.70 - - - 1094.70 -
iii Training etc. 95.00 - - - 95.00 -
iv Extension 127.90 127.90 - - - -
14. Policy:
i Employment 2.50 - - - - 2.50
ii Price Stabil. 5.00 - - - - 5.00
iii Nutrition - - - - - -
iv Land Reform - - - - - -
TOTAL 10,410.90 4,591.00 1,100.70 3,212.00 1,499.70 7.50
(9,759.00)
Figures in parenthesis indicate gross cost. Source: Min. of Agriculture.
61.2 Approaches Adopted to Achieve National Agricultural Objectives
Ever since the first adoption of the seed-fertiliser 
technology in the country during the 60s, the rationale behind it was 
to help the cultivators in improving their economic well-being through 
increase in farm production and income. Within a decade or so, this 
objective was brought home in agricultural planning that the rural 
farming people were not only the means to increased productivity but 
also the end to that goal. In other words, it was increasingly emphasised 
that the ultimate goal of increased productivity and employment should 
be to attain greater material well-being and economic justice for the 
overwhelming majority of the population living in the rural areas of 
Bangladesh. Over this time period, that was sought to be achieved 
through different methods at different times, with a view to finding 
out the approach most suitable for achieving the national agricultural 
objectives. Through the trial and error process, a number of initial 
approaches and measures were either replaced or thoroughly modified 
and improved. Although a perfect national strategy of agricultural 
development is yet to take its final shape, however, a reliable pattern 
is now emerging. We may now address ourselves to a brief discussion 
of the various approaches tried so far to attain the twin objectives of 
accelerated agricultural production and employment. These approaches 
may conveniently be calssified as follows: (i) selected crop develop­
ment; (ii) nationwide benefit; (iii) co-operative development; (iv) 
community development; (v) integrated rural development; and (vi)
area development.
7Selected Crops Development Approach
The breakthrough in rice production technology was first
achieved in the country through the introduction of the HYV, IR-8, the
first major release from the International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI). It was tested in the country for the first time in 1965-66
2for three rice seasons, that is, "aus", "aman", and "boro". Perform­
ance of this variety was poor in the aus and aman seasons but did re­
markably well in the boro season, so much so that the average yield per 
acre was 2.5 tons as against less than 1 ton per acre for the local 
boro varieties. But dissemination of IR-8 did not come up to expecta­
tions as some of its psecial traits, like a longer growing season, 
higher requirement of irrigation, susceptibility to bacterial leaf 
blight, etc., were too exacting with the capacity and traditional 
cultural practices of the farmers.
For rice crops in the main aman season, a breakthrough was 
achieved only in 1970 with the introduction of IR-20 variety from IRRI. 
This was widely accepted by farmers because of its adaptability under
2 These three rice seasons somewhat overlap. The "aus" season begins 
in March and terminates in September, and accounts for over 30 per 
cent of the total paddy acreage. The crop may suffer from drought 
during the early part of the season and due to drying and storage 
problems after harvest caused by monsoon. Dwarf HYV paddy is not 
suitable for this season. The "aman" season begins in July and 
terminates in December, and accounts for 60 per cent of the total 
paddy acreage. Heavy monsoon occurs during this season causing 
deep water to accumulate over wide areas where poor yielidng broad­
cast paddy can only be grown. In other shallow flooded lands trans­
planted paddy is grown. Rice plants of medium and tall height are 
suitable for this season. The "boro" season starts in December 
and ends in May, and is limited to low lying areas where paddy is 
planted in receeding water. Its growth depends on residual soil 
moisture or some form of irrigation, and it may suffer on account 
of pests and lodging due to high winds and hailstorms.
8rainfcd conditions as well as its pest resistant character. The 
Accelerated Rice Production Programme (ARPP) was started in 1970 with 
a view to expanding the cultivation of IR-20 rapidly in the aman season. 
About 170,000 acres were brought under cultivation of this variety in 
that year, and over 600,000 acres in 1971. The area continued to expand 
in the subsequent years. For the aus crop, breakthrough was achieved 
in 1970 with "Chandina" variety, which was an improvement over IR-76 
effected by the Bangladesh Rice Research Institute (BRRI) as regards 
its disease resistability, early maturity and grain quality. "Mala", 
another variety released by BRRI as a rainfed broadcast aus crop also 
showed good performance on yield and quick maturity. BRRI had also 
introduced other remarkable HYVs during the early 70s, such as "BR-3", 
"Irratom", "Brrisail", etc., which were improvements over IR-8 and 
IR-5 as regards adaptability to deeper standing water, pest resistance, 
higher yield, etc. All these varieties are gaining increasing popularity 
with the farmers. To reap large benefits, however, cultivation of these 
HYVs needs elaborate and intensive cultural practices like timeliness 
in planting, intensive land preparation, proper irrigation, better 
control of weeds and pests, and use of balanced mix of fertilisers.
To fulfill these requirements, the ARPP is now being expanded into 
"Accelerated Cereal Production Programme" (ACPP) by the Ministry of 
Agriculture so as to include all HYV paddy in aus, aman and boro 
seasons, as well as HYV wheat, supported by active input supply and 
extension services.
The only other crops, besides rice varieties, which gained 
expanded cultivation and output are potatoes and jute, although achieve­
ment in these fields has been less spectacular. Although improved jute
9varieties released by the Bangladesh Jute Research Institute (BJRI) 
affected higher yield by 20 per cent only, a 100 per cent increase 
in yield might be possible only when complemented with improved 
cultural practices such as line sowing, timeliness, appropriate 
fertiliser mix, and pest control. Timely supply of an adequate input 
package and vigorous extension work would be needed to achieve this. 
Intensive Jute Cultivation Programme (IJCP) is currently being imple­
mented on an annual basis by the Ministry of Agriculture to this end. 
Potato production has recently registered a very significant increase 
so as to make it the most important minor food crop in the country. 
Import of HYV seeds from Scandinavian countries, proper use of ferti­
lisers and irrigation water, etc., has contributed greatly to this 
end. Inadequacy of specialized storage facilities for the preserva­
tion of imported HYV potato seeds had been a pressing problem for the 
Bangladesh Agriculture Development Corporation (BADC), as quality HYV 
seed could not be mass-produced under local climatic conditions.
"Nationwide Benefit" Approach
This approach was tried in the second half of the 60s when 
Bangladesh was a part of Pakistan and it is being tried again 
currently in the country in a variant form within a broader context.
In general, the approach was addressed to the task of boosting food 
production all over the country, with particular emphasis on credit 
and inputs. It was officially styled as "Grow More Food Campaign" and 
it aimed to achieve two major objectives: (a) raising an additional
crop wherever possible; and (b) increasing the yield per acre of 
existing seasonal food crops. It was drawn up and executed on an
10
annual plan basis each year incorporating all the districts in the 
country. It laid down the following: (a) district-wise production
targets for each food crop; (b) district-wise targets for input 
supply; (c) provision of farm credit; (d) intensive extension work; 
and (e) institutional arrangements for implementation and coordination 
embracing all the governmental departments and agencies concerned, 
headed by the Ministry of Agriculture. These activities concerned 
all three seasonal paddy crops with emphasis on HYVs, wheat, maize, 
pulses, oilseeds, vegetables, poultry and pisciculture.
Credit targets for the "campaign" were set up separately 
for the co-operatives, the Agricultural Development Bank (now BKB), 
and "Taccavi" administered by the Ministry of Agriculture. Co-operative 
credit was mainly in cash for the members of the primary co-operatives 
spread all over the country. ADB credit went to those medium and large 
farmers who were able to offer tangible collateral and had access to a 
nearby branch. The case of Taccavi credit was interesting. This was 
partly a production credit and partly a relief loan for those farmers 
who supposedly had no access to co-operative and ADB credit. About 
80 per cent of the individual loan limit of Tk.500 was disbursed in kind 
like fertilisers and seeds and was interest free until 1972-73 when an 
interest rate of 7 per cent per annum was imposed on it. Taccavi 
covered about 15 per cent of the credit disbursed by institutional 
sources and it increased from Taka 18 million in 1965-66 to Taka 
30 million in 1969-70, and to over Taka 60 million in 1972-73. The 
recovery performance of this loan so far has been dismal and its
impact on production not very significant either. As regards co-operative
11
credit and BKB (erstwhile ADB) credit the total disbursement as at 
end of June 1973 stood at about Tk. 1,152 million, the major portion 
of which went to finance the input requirements of recipient farmers. 
The performances of the co-operatives and the ADB in creating an 
impact on the Grow More Food Campaign were slightly better but still 
well below expectation. This was because their credit served only a 
small portion of the total number of farmers, who were mostly well- 
to-do. Besides, they lacked qualified staff to control and supervise 
loanable funds effectively and to maintain proper accounts and 
administration.
A rather modified and comparatively realistic variant of 
this nationwide benefit approach is currently being carried out in the 
country by the present government. Ostensibly aiming at achieving a 
singular objective, namely self-sufficiency in food production, annual 
acreage and output targets as well as input distribution targets for 
the three seasonal rice crops of both local and HYVs, HYV wheat, 
potatoes, pulses, oilseeds, sugar cane, vegetables, tobacco, jute and 
cotton, etc., are being set up. The salient elements which have been 
modified or added as compared with the previous approach are the 
following: (a) emphasis on non-food cash crops also such as jute,
cotton and tobacco; (b) major efforts for irrigation by roughly 
doubling the number of power pumps fielded and tube-wells sunk; (c) 
initiation of massive scale labour intensive rural works on voluntary 
basis like re-excavation of moribund rivers, canals, tanks, etc., and 
also digging new ones to facilitate irrigation and pisciculture;
(d) special programme of massive dose of agricultural credit on crop- 
wise allocation basis to be dispensed at the doorsteps of small
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fanners and share-croppers against hypothecation of their crops; 
and (e) provision for the creation of a Rural Extension Corps from 
among the efficient fanners, and also setting up of Production 
Committees constituted from among local farmers in each village to 
initiate grass-roots level production planning and implementation.
Co-operative Approach
This approach is being pursued on "traditional" lines of 
co-operation as may be found in the countries of Asia in general and 
the South Asian sub-continent in particular. At the apex of this 
system is the East Pakistan Provincial Co-operative Bank (EPPCB) 
which has now been styled the BJSB. It channels agricultural credit, 
mostly short-term cash loans through Central Co-operative Banks (CCB), 
Thana Central Co-operative Associations (TCCAO and Central Sugarcane 
Growers' Societies, etc., to the primary co-operatives at the "union" 
level (UCMS) as well as the village level (KSS). The loans are mainly 
given for crop production, purchase of work-oxen, lease and development 
of inland fisheries by the fishermen's co-operatives, and purchase and 
repair of fishing equipment by fishing groups. Disbursement of loans 
is done in a scattered manner, without caring much about the production 
efficiency and the potential repayment capacity of the members of these 
co-operatives. The performance of these cooperatives can be studied in 
consolidated form from Table l/II.
Because of the bad repayment record of members of these 
multi-purpose UCMSs and traditional KSSs as well as the secondary level 
CCBs, the BJSB is insolvent and keeps itself afloat only with the help
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TABLE l/II
COUNTER-FINANCE MADE TO THE CO-OPERATIVES 
BY THE BANGLADESH BANK UP TO END OF JUNE 1973
(Million of Taka)
Name of Loan Sanctioned Drawn Repaid
Balance
Out­
standing
Of Which 
Overdue
1. S.T. (Boro) Loan, 1971-72 37.00 34.22 22.30 11.92 11.92
2. S.T. (Boro) Loan, 1972-73 60.00 47.13 5.89 41.24 -
3. S.T. (IR-20) Loan, 1972-73 60.00 55.99 15.27 40.72 40.72
4. S.T. (Sugarcane) Loan 
1972-74 15.00 15.00 0.02 14.98 -
5. S.T. Loan, 1972-73 40.00 36.43 12.86 23.57 23.57
6. S.T. Loan, 1973-74 30.00 13.35 0.54 12.81 -
7. M.T. (Fishery) Loan 2.00 2.00 0.67 1.33 -
8. M.T. (Int. Free) Loan 6.05 6.05 - 6.05 -
9. M.T. (Conv.) Loan, 1973-78 67.12 61.80 2.10 59.70 -
10. M.T. (Conv.) Loan, I 22.98 22.98 0.52 22.46 22.46
11. M.T. (Conv.) Loan, II 5.47 5.47 0.16 5.31 5.31
12. M.T. (Conv.) Loan, III 15.40 - - - -
13. M.T. (C.P.) Loan, 1972-75 15.00 13.84 1.13 12.72 3.48
14. L.T. Loan, 1973-82 5.00 1.90 - 1.90 -
TOTAL 381.02 316.17 61.46 254.71 107.46
NB: S.T. = Short Term C.P. = Cattle Purchase
M.T. = Medium Term Conv. = Conversion
L.T. = Long Term
Source: Bangladesh Bank
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of government loans to repay its debts to the Bangladesh Bank. The 
CCBs do not have any control over their borrowers and hence loans are 
unsupervised and unsound. The UCMSs each covering fifteen to twenty 
villages and comprising mostly well-to-do farmers, also lack adequate 
control and financial support for the services supplied to members.
The traditional KSSs, formed primarily to obtain a BADC pump-set, are 
delinquent in payment of their rentals and repayment of their borrowings. 
Average loan delinquency level for the UCMSs and the traditional KSSs 
is over 50 per cent of their annual lending. The crucial reason for 
loan delinquency is the absence of will to enforce repayment discipline 
at all levels within the co-operative credit system. Moreover, 
farmers' attitudes towards these co-operatives are so apathetic that 
significant results in collecting due debts are unlikely to be 
accomplished in the near future. There is little evidence to suggest 
that the effect of co-operative credit has been significantly favourable 
on the production performance of member-farmers. The current emphasis, 
therefore, is to switch over progressively from the traditional co­
operative approach to the Comilla-type integrated rural co-operative 
approach with a concentrated effort to promote overall rural development 
through development of local leadership from among the members of the 
rural community.
"Community Development" Approach
Initiation of this approach dates back to 1953, when a new 
organization styled the Village Agricultural and Industrial Development 
or Village-Aid was created with multifarious but often ambitious and 
unspecified objectives. This organization, however, suffered very
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badly over subsequent years from duplication of work arising out of 
insufficient coordination among various government departments and 
agencies. The Village-Aid was eventually abolished in 1960, and with 
it most of the cliche of "community development". Nevertheless, 
beginning in the 1960s, the theme of this approach was transformed into 
two less-ambitious programmes: (a) Rural Works Programme (RWP); and
(b) Thana Irrigation Programme (TIP). The key innovative aspect of 
these two programmes was a decentralized organizational structure for 
effective exectuion of widely scattered small development projects.
The focal point of this modified rural development approach was the 
Thana Training and Development Centre (TTDC) established in all 416 
"thanas" during 1962 and 1963.
The RWP concentrated on building and repairing such infra­
structures as irrigation channels, drainage networks, rural roads 
and bridges, embankments and polders. This was done through willing 
and active participation of the local representatives and unemployed 
members of the rural community during the slack season. Implementation 
of the RWP was carried out by the local project committees and great 
emphasis was laid on employment creation with labour intensive 
techniques. Results of this programme have been highly impressive.
It created an average of 173,000 man-years of employment annually over 
a five year period between 1962 and 1967, with an expenditure of 
Tk. 710 million during that period. It employed between 0.6 and 
1 million labourers annually for periods ranging between 2 and 16 
weeks during those years. The increase in the average annual income 
of the persons employed under RWP was about Tk. 168, an important
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addition to their per capita earnings of roughly Tk. 200. Other 
important achievements of the RWP are: (i) 970 miles of hard
surfaced roads built and another 3,160 miles repaired; (ii) 20,925 
miles of dirt roads built and another 115,210 miles repaired; (iii)
3,740 miles of embankments built and 7,595 miles repaired; (iv)
9,031 miles of drainage and irrigation canals excavated and another 
9,965 miles re-excavated; and (v) community buildings numbering
39,585 constructed.
In the year 1967-68, the TIP emerged as a natural corollary 
to the RWP, and it was aimed more directly for the benefit of the 
farming community. The focus of this programme was the harnessing of 
irrigation water during the boro season organized around the pumps and 
tube-wells. Pump groups were formed on the initiative of farmers and 
their elected representatives, and plans for the TIP were periodically 
submitted for technical review by the Water and Power Development Authority 
which is now Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB). Since 1967-68, 
the RWP and the TIP have been combined for all practical purposes as 
an expanded works programme. Performance of the TIP has been no less 
noteworthy than the RWP. In 1968-69 alone, over 80,000 man-years of 
additional agricultural employment was created. During that year about 
10,900 pumps were fielded, irrigating 425,000 acres of land and yielding 
an additional output of 500,000 tons of rice. These performances 
steadily improved in the subsequent years until the 1971 Bangladesh War 
when these programmes suffered extensive dislocation and decline in 
performance. ^
3 Land and Water Resources Sector Study: Bangladesh, Vol. I, IBRD
Document, Washington, 1972, p. 79.
4 Ibid.; op. cit., Vol. I, p. 80.
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Major shortcomings of both the RWP and the TIP were:
(a) gradual weakening of their grass-roots level character; (b) 
decline in area irrigated per pump due to lack of proper back-up and 
maintenance; (c) shortage of trained personnel from concerned govern­
ment departments at thana level and within TCCAs; and (d) opposition 
from the traditional multi-purpose co-operatives dominated by affluent 
farmers and money lenders. The net result has been that no self- 
sustained momentum for institutional improvement has been generated 
in spite of a long history of successive community development 
programmes.
Integrated Rural Development Approach
In a way, this approach may be regarded as a synthesis of
all the approaches described so far in this chapter, particularly the
co-operative approach and the so-called community development approach
comprising RWP and TIP. This flexible and pragmatic approach was
developed over the years since the early 1960s through a trial and
error process in the Bangladesh Academy of Rural Development (BARD),
5Comilla. This system combined the ideal of "thrift deposit, self-help 
and mutual help" with productive activities for modernizing agriculture 
through grass-roots level planning and execution of irrigation and 
mechanization, extension services, co-operative-member education, 
creation of skills and continuous training of the villagers. To 
achieve this, the system aims at setting up of a co-operative society 
in every village and a TCCA in each thana. This approach is officially 
styled as the "Integrated Rural Development Programme" (IRDP). The
5 For commendable observations on this approach, see Gunner Myrdal, 
"Asian Drama", Vol. II, pp. 1364-65.
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Consolidated position of the IRDP TCCAs can be studied from the 
Table l/III.
Although there were many problems associated with the 
traditional co-operatives, the Government of Bangladesh has the firm 
conviction that the only effective way to channel credit to millions 
of small farmers is through the Comilla-type co-operative approach.
The Government has decided to expand the IRDP in earnest, which would 
eventually encompass all the 416 thanas of Bangladesh. Up to 1964 a 
total of 152 thanas were brought under IRDP, along with over 10,000 
affiliated KSSs.
The zeal of IRDP field personnel combined with the efforts 
of leaders of the village co-operative societies have ushered a new 
era in the thanas brought within the fold of this programme. As 
Gunner Myrdal rightly observes about its past performance:
... the programme has been carried out under the 
leadership of exceptionally competent and devoted 
men, foreign assistance has been forthcoming on 
a generous scale so there has been no need to 
levy additional taxes; ... But even so, this 
recent experiment in putting under-utilised 
labour to work on labour intensive investments 
would seem to be one of the most interesting 
and encouraging happenings in South Asian agri­
cultural policy.^
The IRDP concept tries to ensure widespread access of all grades of 
farmers to training, technology, inputs and credit. It also attempts
6 Gunner Myrdal, op. cit., p. 1365.
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TABLE l/III
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL POSITION OF IRDP 
THANA CENTRAL CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS
(Million Taka)
Particulars
Paid-Up Capital (Shares)
Deposits (Savings)
Borrowings
Loans Issued
Loans Recovered
Loans Outstanding
Loans Overdue
Financial Years
1970-71 1971-72 1972-'
3.1 4.1 6.4
5.0 6.0
LTG
9.3
(n.a.) 17.2 13.8
46.7 57.9 75.5
23.4 26.9 33.8
23.3 31.0 41.7
7.1 16.4 21.1
NB: n.a. = not available
LTG = Long Term Loan from the Government of 
Bangladesh
Source: IRDP Report.
to enforce strict repayment and savings disciplines and charges higher 
interest rates compared with the lax discipline of the traditional 
multi-purpose societies and their lower interest rates. Thus, there 
has been a large measure of success in the attempt to reduce the 
traditionally high level of loan delinquency to a minimum, and 
eventually bring it down to 10 per cent within a ten-year development 
period.
It is only natural that some shortcomings are to be expected 
with pioneering programmes like IRDP, which attempts to make use of 
innovative techniques in building a rural infra-structure and its asso­
ciated institutions. At present the self-sustained momentum in building
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up institutions is lagging; even the Comilla-type co-operatives under 
IRDP depend in large measure on governmental support and give the 
impression about themselves belonging to the public sector. Besides, 
the inadequate financing of most institutions under it and lack of 
proper incentives in this remuneration policy are adversely affecting 
the prospect of building up a cadre of trained personnel to make the 
IRDP effective. Very little can be achieved in future with new re­
forms unless they are backed up by thorough training, education and 
personnel development programmes.
"Area Development" Approach
Compared with other approaches, the area development approach 
is a new one, so far as its applicability in Bangladesh is concerned.
It has been tried with some measure of success in only a few countries 
of Asia and Latin America, the notable among them being India. The 
central theme of this approach is to initiate the process of agricul­
tural development in areas within a country selected on the basis of 
their development potential assessed through micro-analytical study; 
and it is to be pioneered by a particular institution in close collabo­
ration with other nation-building departments and agencies of the 
government. Desired agricultural development of such a selected area 
is to be achieved through a well-planned utilisation of intensive 
input packages for various fanning and allied activities often supported 
by a credit programme appropriate for each group of participants com­
prising of medium and small farmers, share-croppers and farm labourers.
A specialised type of such project could be pioneered by a development
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financing bank like BKB with a soundly administered supervised credit 
programme tied to,appropriate packages of inputs and extension; such 
a project may be called "bankable area development project". The 
duration of such a programme for our area should usually range between 
five and ten years, although programmes of shorter or longer duration 
would be conceptually feasible.
Programmes based on such an approach have not been imple­
mented so far in any area of Bangladesh. A couple of such "projects", 
however, have been prepared recently and steps are underway for their 
implementation. "The Area Development Project Azgana-Tarafpur" is one 
such proposed programme on which the present study is based. Another 
project is "the Godagari Area Development Project" in the district of 
Rajshahi situated at the northwestern part of Bangladesh. Both these 
projects have been appraised by the Bangladesh Bank for eventual imple­
mentation by the BKB or any of the six nationalised commercial banks.
The nomenclature of "the Chittagong Hill Tracts Development Project", 
originally being a rehabilitation scheme for the displaced tribal 
people taken up by the BADC in 1967, is sought to be changed into a 
"bankable project" after its take-over by the Horticulture Development 
Board (HDB). Financing arrangements for it by a nationalised bank is 
being finalised at present. Successful implementation of such programmes 
in different areas of Bangladesh would be a great fillip to the overall 
effort of making the country self-reliant on food production and 
exportable crops, as it also would help to increase farm income and 
economic welfare of small farmers and farm labourers in the project areas.
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1.3 Objectives and Scope of the Study
Through the preceeding discussion we had a brief overview 
of various national policy objectives on agriculture and various 
approaches adopted to materialise those objectives. Against the back­
drop of this overview, the broad purpose of this study is to examine 
in some detail the financial implications of the "bankable" variant of 
the area development approach in Bangladesh on the basis of a specific 
case study. As already hinted in the preceeding sub-section, this 
variant approach may be called the "bankable area development project". 
As we have also observed, only a few of such projects have so far been 
studied and appraised, initiated by the Bangladesh Bank, the central 
bank of the country, and they are being actively considered for imple­
mentation in the near future.
One such project is "the Area Development Project: Azgana-
Tarafpur", located about forty miles north of the capital city of Dacca, 
which is taken up as a case study. One important purpose of this 
study would be to identify those farm households to be regarded as 
"small farmers" in this type of bankable project. It would also be 
necessary to identify the institutional and structural issues involved 
in financing such projects. The most significant purpose, however, 
would be to study the financial implication involved for all the 
beneficiaries and participants of the project, viz., the farm family 
groups, the financing bank, the project authority, etc.
Specific objectives of this study are:
(i) to assess the extent of benefits and costs being 
accrued currently to the different farm families and the financial
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implications in their economic well-being.
(ii) to project appropriate alternate farm plans with 
credit and irrigation components for the corresponding farm family 
groups and compare those with their respective farm family budgets without 
projects in order to find the implications of incremental benefits to
be accrued in such a project.
(iii) to compute the financial benefit and costs of the 
entire project in general and the bank in particular to be responsible 
for its overall financing. This projection will indicate the underlying 
financial and economic factors of such bankable projects crucial to the 
beneficiaries and participant agencies and institutions.
(iv) to derive policy implications in financing and imple­
mentation of such bankable projects on the basis of conclusions drawn 
from this study.
The study is based on cross-section data and other relevant 
information collected through a field survey carried out by a team of 
four officers from the Bangladesh Bank, of which the author was one.
A formal questionnaire was used in the field survey to collect the 
relevant information. A very important aspect of this study is the 
information gathered to construct farm family budgets corresponding to 
each of the farm family groups identified according to the size of their 
holdings, using random stratified sampling methods and covering about 
80 per cent of villages in the project area. These average budgets 
would be indicators for measuring their financial potentials and 
economic well-being. Other important information collected through
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Lhe field survey on the use of critical inputs including labour, 
credit, present structural and organization arrangements, etc. would 
also be studied to find their implications in realistic formulation 
of such bankable projects.
The technique of analysis is "the benefit-cost" analysis,
7the variant known as the E.D.I. method. One of the major advantages 
of this technique of analysis is that it is a very practical and less 
complicated decision-making tool to ascertain the comparative financial 
and economic efficiency of agricultural investment alternatives. Hence 
it would be a very handy tool in analysing the financial and economic 
aspects of a bankable project and indicating crucial policy guidelines 
for the concerned financing bank.
Based on the data obtained through farm level field survey, 
two alternate average annual farm plans - one without power irrigation 
but with bank credit, and the other with both power irrigation and 
bank credit - would be constructed for each group of farm families.
A financial projection of benefits and costs for nine years including 
bank credit for the first five years would also be constructed from 
the farm plans for each of these farm family groups, in order to find 
the corresponding Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) and the Internal Rate of 
Return (IRR) .' Their financial implications would be brought forth in 
determining the viability of these alternative farm plans and to adopt
7 This method has been formulated by the Economic Development
Institute of the World Bank, and currently used extensively and 
effectively by the World Bank Group as well as many agricultural 
development institutions in appraising and evaluating various 
agricultural projects.
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the most viable and practicable alternative as the locus of the 
proposed bankable project.
The viable alternative thus identified would be fitted in 
along with other components of the whole project, including the 
beneficiaries and participating institutions, to compute overall 
financial projections for the project authority as well as the 
financing bank, so as to determine their financial viability and 
economic compatibility. This would essentially be an aggregative 
method using, of course, the basic tool of benefit-cost.
As has been pointed out already, this study will focus 
on the basis for a practical and uncomplicated decision-making process 
in financing a bankable project, which is a comparatively new and un­
explored field for initiating agricultural development in Bangladesh. 
The study intends to recognize the real situation about most of the 
farmers in the developing countries operating in the sub-optimal zones, 
dictated by various economic constraints, and to help find a rational 
and "most feasible" solution to profitably pursuing their farm 
operation. In other words, the decision alternatives chosen through 
such study conform to the practical needs of the beneficiaries of a 
bankable project and guide them to opt for the most rational use of 
their scarce farm resources including critical inputs and credit 
within practical limitations and constraints. This, in turn, enables 
them to increase their credit-worthiness and economic welfare signi­
ficantly and thereby ensures a sound prospect of financial return to 
the concerned financing institutions.
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CHAPTER 2
IMPLICATIONS OF THE CONCEPT OF "SMALL FARMER" IN THE 
FORMULATION OF BANKABLE PROJECTS
2.1 Some Conceptual Generalisations About "The Small Farmer"
In a developing country like Bangladesh, efforts in agri­
cultural development are largely a grim race between the increasing 
population and the nation's food supply. This becomes all the more 
grim when the policy makers have to face the hard reality that the only 
practicable way of augmenting food supply is through inducements pro­
vided to the overwhelming majority of the rural producers - the small 
farmers - with their limitations under prevailing circumstances in 
raising farm productivity. When one speaks about "the overwhelming 
majority", one must qualify this statement by what criteria a farmer 
should be considered "small" or "large". In this context, the currently 
prevalent norms used by some economists to distinguish a "small farmer" 
from a "large farmer" might be conveniently reviewed.
To determine the "smallness" or "largeness" of a faun by 
its size in relation to the overall landholding pattern of the country 
in question is a familiar norm used by many economists. This approach 
relates to criteria such as total area of cultivable land, total 
farming population according to pattern of land holding sizes, per 
capita land holding vis-a-vis the average size of a farm family, etc. 
Judged by this norm, therefore, the size of land holdings for a "small" 
farm would vary from country to country. For instance, in a region
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like Java in Indonesia, or in the Mekong plains of Cambodia and 
Vietnam - having high man-land ratios - a small farmer may possess a 
tiny farm of less than two acres; while a farmer in the Colorado 
state of U.S.A. with a low man-land ratio may own a large holding of 
a few hundred acres and still be regarded as a "small" farmer in com­
parison with a holding of a few thousand acres owned by a fellow large 
farmer.
Developing further on this general theme, some other
economists have endeavoured to be more precise in identifying a "small"
0farmer by applying some other specific norms. Owen's endeavour in 
this regard deserves particular mention. He has developed the concept 
of small farmer on the so-called "bi-modal" approach. This approach 
recognizes two distinct components of the small farming sector - the 
commercial farming sub-sector and the subsistence farming sub-sector. 
Small farms in the commercial sub-sector are the components of the 
modernized exchange economy operating through competitive markets for 
inputs and surplus farm produce consumed largely by non-farm buyers.
On the other hand, small farms in the subsistence sub-sector are in 
the business of producing the subsistence needs to support their members 
at minimal costs. Owen further dwells on the relative proportion of 
cultivable land utilised by these two distinct sub-sectors. He points 
out, for instance, that over 80 per cent of the farm population in 
India subsists on about one-third of its land while only 14 per cent of 
its farms generate about 60 per cent of its marketable surplus of
8 Wyn F. Owen, "The Significance of Small Farmers in Developing 
Countries", in Small Farm Agriculture Development Problems,
Biggs and Tinnermeir (eds), Colorado State University, 1974.
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farm products. A similar situation prevailed in the U.S.A. in the 
1960s when 60 per cent of its farm population subsisted on about 30 per 
cent of its farm lands while less than 20 per cent of its farms 
generated over two-thirds of the farm-surplus.
The essential point of emphasis in this concept is the 
"production efficiency" of both the commercial small farms and the 
subsistence small farms. An optimum subsistence small farm would be 
one which could provide maximum direct support to its household members, 
while an optimum commercial small farm would be one able to generate 
most efficiently a marketable surplus and maximum cash return to its 
household members. The hard reality in most of the developing 
countries, however, is that the majority of farm households lie in the 
"inefficient zone" between a minimum level of subsistence with meagre 
landholdings and an efficiently prosperous level of living with suffi­
cient landholdings. To attain a maximum level of national agricultural 
production, however, a land redistribution programme may be necessary 
in order to draw away under-utilised cultivable land from this in­
efficient zone to the optimum sized subsistence farming as well as 
optimum sized commercial farming sub-sectors organized on the basis 
of farm family enterprises.
Another important concept of ascertaining the identity of
small farmers, originally developed by Ted Rice, has been applied
9effectively by Baker. This concept envisages a pyramid-like structural
9 C.B. Baker, "The Role of Credit in the Economic Development of
Small-Farm Agriculture", AID Spring Review of Small Farmer Credit", 
Draft, Washington, 1973, p. 1.
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FIGURE 2.1
BAKER'S PYRAMIDAL STRUCTURE OF SMALL FARM 
AGRICULTURE
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Small Farmers in the Project Area
Category D: The landless share-cropper and the 0.1-2 acres farmers.
Category C 5
Category B: The 2.1-5 acres farmers and the 5.1-10 acres farmers.
Category A: Very few farmers only.
Category L: Large farmers, a few only.
O f *  I/*
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stratification of various categories of farmers. At the peak of the 
pyramid lie the large farmers and below them lie four other categories 
A, B, C and D, all of them small farmers by implication. These four 
groups are identified according to their capacity for economic survival 
determined on the basis of their need for subsidy and support or otherwise. 
Their economic viability is to be qualified under the following heads:
(a) viability demonstrated; (b) viability potential; and (c) non- 
viable. The distinctions implicit in this pyramidal stratification 
need close observation. The D category small farmers lie at the base 
of the pyramid, thereby implying that in spite of their possession of 
only the smallest average size of holdings they form the largest aggre­
gate of small farmers in a community. They are, therefore, economically 
non-viable and in constant need for subsidy and support, no matter how 
well they put their effort in farming. Above this category lie C and 
B categories of small farmers respectively. The entire category C 
and a portion of category B farmers possess an average size of holding 
larger than that of the category D farmers. Their economic viability 
is potential although some of the category C farmers may be in need of 
subsidy. The upper portion of category B farmers together with the 
entire category A farmers constitute the smallest aggregate of small 
farmers, but they possess farm holdings large enough to demonstrate 
their economic viability. They do not require any subsidy and perhaps 
earn handsome cash flow by generating substantial marketable surplus
of farm products.
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2.2 The Small Farmer in the Agricultural Scenario of Bangladesh
Against the background of the conceptual outline briefly 
reviewed above, we may now try to draw an overview of the small 
farming sector within the rural economic set-up of Bangladesh.
According to an official estimate made in 1968, the country had a 
total cultivable area of 21.5 million acres, 80 per cent of which is 
devoted to cultivation of the main food crop, rice. The average farm 
family possessed only 2.65 acres of cultivable land, owning only 1.5 
acres out of that and renting-in the rest from well-to-do farmers.
Out of a total of 6.9 million farm households, 4.6 million farmers 
(67 per cent) owned an aggregate acreage of 12.6 million in cultivable 
land, 2.1 million farmers (30 per cent) owned-cum-share-cropped 8.3 
million acres, and 0.2 million farmers (3 per cent) only share-cropped 
0.7 million acres. This means that an average "owner farm family" 
cultivated 2.74 acres, an average "owner-cum-share-cropper farm family" 
cultivated 3.95 acres, and an average "share-cropper farm family" 
cultivated 3.5 acres. Another feature of the 1968 estimate revealed 
that by size of holding, farms ranging between 0.1 and 2.5 acres con­
stituted 51 per cent of the total number and 16 per cent of the total 
acreage; those ranging between 2.6 and 12.5 acres 45 per cent of the 
total number and 65 per cent of the total acreage; and those above 
12.5 acres 4 per cent of the total number and 19 per cent of the total 
acreage under cultivation. The existence of large-sized farms, there­
fore, was very rare. That situation must have become all the more 
aggravating at present for obvious reasons of increasing population 
pressure and fragmentation of holding averaging 10 or more widely
scattered plots.
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The above national statistics now may be compared with 
parallel statistics at village level. As the first case in point we 
may cite those figures recorded by Haq in his book "Village Development 
in Bangladesh""^, in which he writes about the economy of a repre­
sentative village Monogram on the eastern part of the country. These 
are reproduced in Table 2/1 below.
TABLE 2/1
DISTRIBUTION OF FARMS AND PLOTS BY SIZE IN MONOGRAM VILLAGE
Size of 
Farms 
(Acres)
Number
of
Farms
Number
of
Plots
Average 
Size of 
Farms 
(Acres)
No. of 
Plots/ 
Farms
Average 
Size of 
Plots 
(Acres)
Less than 1 6 24 .72 4 .18
1 - 1.9 14 98 1.48 7 .21
2 - 2,9 5 55 2.19 11 .20
3 - 3.9 - - - - -
4 - 4.9 5 80 4.43 16 .28
5 - 5.9 1 20 5.27 .20 .26
6 - 6.9 - - - - -
7 - 7.9 2 48 7.76 24 .32
8 - 8.9 1 27 8.43 27 .31
All Farms 34 352 2.57 10 .26
Let us also take the case of another representative village from a
northern district, Mymensingh. In his study on village Sutiakhali
10 M. Nurul Haq, op. cit., BARD, Comilla, 1973, p. 35.
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conducted in 1964, Hussain recorded some interesting statistical 
figures which varied significantly from the national average statistics. 
Farmers owning less than 2 acres of land in this village constitute 
about 41 per cent of the total number of farm families, as against 
59 per cent in the case of Monogram village. Those owning land between 
2 acres and less than 5 acres constitute 36 per cent of the total, as 
against 29 per cent in Monogram. Those owning 5 to less than 10 acres 
form 17 per cent of the total, as against 12 per cent in Monogram. 
Lastly, those owning above 10 acres of land comprise only 6 per cent 
of the total farm families as against none falling into this category 
in Monogram. So we see that village level figures vary from region to 
region in Bangladesh. According to a recent study undertaken by Hussain 
on the same Sutiakhali village, even the 1964 figures cited above have 
drastically changed over a ten-year period due to increases in farming 
population and the pattern of landed inheritence. Currently, farmers 
owning 3 acres or less, whom Hussain considered as small farmers, com­
prise 90 per cent of the total households in Sutiakhali while it was 
only 63 per cent in 1964. This points out that the pattern of land- 
holding undergoes significant changes over time in densely populated 
countries like Bangladesh. The average size of farms in these two 
villages also varies. In Monogram an average farm is roughly the 
national average, while in Sutiakhali the average farm is 3.02 acres 
and hence is larger than the national average. As regards fragmentation 
of holdings, the average number of plots per holding is ten in Monogram
11 M. Kayser Hussain, "Impact of Farm Structure on Management of Small 
Farms - A Barrier to Agricultural Modernization", Proceedings of 
the Bangladesh-FAO Workshop on the Problems of Small and Subsistence 
Farmers and Agr. Labourers, Dacca, 1974, pp. 192-95.
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which again corresponds to the national average, while it is eight 
in Suliakhali and thus less than the national average.
But the size of the farm and the extent of fragmentation 
are not sufficient criteria in themselves for determining a farmer's 
smallness or largeness, unless viewed in relation to farm resources, 
farm earnings, technological standard and other relevant environmental 
factors within which the farmer lives and works. Accordingly, the 
agrarian population in Bangladesh can be grouped into five distinct 
categories. First is the "village proletariat" denoting the agricul­
tural field labourers having no land, tools and plough animals of their 
own and hence the poorest of all. Second, are the tenant share-croppers 
having inadequate land implements and plough animals of their own and 
living in abject poverty. Third are the average cultivators who own 
small sized landholdings and are able to earn a livelihood only by 
hard and enthusiastic work for the subsistence of their farm families. 
Fourth are the well-to-do farmers possessing some excess land over 
their needs and self-cultivating capacity, and hence only supervise 
the farming of a portion of their land by hired hands and renting out 
the rest of it. Finally, there are the semi-feudal land owners who 
are practically the absentee "landlords" owning large holdings mainly 
as a status symbol and only a secondary source of income; most of 
them are also usurious money lenders and self-styled imposing 
"guardians" of the village community.
The first two categories, i.e., the farm labourers and the 
share-croppers, can be labelled as the "rural poor". Life for them in 
the villages is very grim indeed. Over 25 per cent of the villagers 
in Bangladesh would fall into the class of rural poor. Most of them
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do not even possess thatched huts of their own, and live on the com­
pound of their employers, often to be evicted after a bad harvest.
The farm labourers are barely able to earn two meals of rice and a 
wage of about Tk. 4 per day during the peak season. The share­
croppers have to fight mostly a losing battle for scratching a live­
lihood from whatever land he may rent in, and they often have to turn 
to the usurious money lenders at desperate times to avoid starvation. 
The landless labourers are unfortunate enough to be unable to do even 
that, and have to depend on the mercy of fellow villagers in their 
misery. Often their final fate is to migrate to the urban centres to 
join the "floating population" in search of elusive employment 
opportunities.
On the other hand, the average subsistence cultivators 
and the well-to-do farmers above subsistence level comprise the class 
commonly regarded as "small farmers". They constitute over 60 per 
cent of rural households. It is estimated that an average family of 
three adults and three minors consume about 1,850 lbs of rice per year, 
and this could be produced from 2 acres of land. The average farmer 
possesses a fraction over 2 acres of land, one scrawny plough animal, 
and some wooden farming tools similar to those his forefathers used 
to possess. In order to buy non-farm essentials like cooking oil, 
fish, clothing materials, medicines, etc., he has to sell a portion of 
his rice stock kept for the family's consumption. On a small portion 
of his land, he may grow some cash crops like jute, tobacco, onions, 
chilli, etc. and buy some rice with cash obtained by selling them.
Even then he has to live mostly from hand to mouth, and often to resort 
to borrowing from money lenders so as to tide over his income shortfall
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during a bad year. His debts keep accumulating over the years as he 
is seldom able to repay most of his outstanding loan.
So far as this study is concerned, the semi-feudal "land 
magnates" are not under our direct consideration, and in any case they 
constitute less than 5 per cent of the total rural households. The 
major consideration in this chapter is whether in a bankable project 
for small farmers, the land-owning and self-faming families above 
subsistence level only should be considered as small farmers; or 
should the "rural poor" comprising the landless labourers and the 
tenant share-croppers be incorporated within a financing programme 
for small farmers? On this issue, it is necessary to examine the 
situation prevailing in the area of the bankable project under this 
study, namely the Area Development Project: Azgana-Tarafpur.
2.3 The Agricultural Set-Up in the Bankable Project Area
The area of the proposed bankable project is composed of 
30 villages in two unions of Azgana and Tarafpur under Mirjapur thana 
of Tangail district. This area encompasses about 54 square miles.
Two distinct landforms are marked in the project area. Major parts 
of it are uplifted and undulating terrain, and hence flood-free 
throughout the year. This land type is locally known as "chala" and 
is composed of reddish-brown soil of older alluvium formations. Water 
retension capability of this soil being poor, it is largely single 
cropped with aus paddy, as only low yielding crops such as oilseeds 
or gram can be grown on it without irrigation during the dry season.
These chala upland blocks are intersected by narrow depressions and
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FIGURE 2 . 2
THE PROJECT AREA: AZGANA-TARAFPUR
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valley-like formations locally known as "baeid". Soil of these baeids 
is light-grey looking with good fertility and water retention 
capability and hence often double cropped, the second crop being only 
of minor importance such as pulses or gram. The baeid lands are mostly 
devoted to paddy cultivation. On parts of the chala lands coarse "aus" 
paddy is grown, the rest being utilised for growing vegetables, spices, 
oilseeds, fruits, pulses, etc. Patches of "gajari" or "sal" (Shorea 
robusta) woodland exist on some chala blocks in the area, mostly under 
state ownership. Besides, it is common with the well-to-do landholders 
to own plots of chala land left to grow reeds, inferior bamboos and 
scrubs having little economic value. Such areas could be put to better 
use by developing horticultural orchards on them.
The two unions constituting the project area are entirely 
rural and predominantly agricultural. Total cultivable area is 22,437 
acres and occupies about 69 per cent of the total area of the project.
Out of the total cultivable land, 12,987 acres are single-cropped,
5,460 acres double-cropped, and 3,990 triple-cropped. Cropping intensity 
is calculated to be 160 per cent overall. There are 9,879 households 
in the area out of which 8,997 are farm families including 2,293 land­
less labourers and share-croppers. The average size of holding per 
owner farm family is 3.35 acres out of which chala land is 1.42 acres 
and baeid land 1.93 acres. Besides, the average distribution of culti­
vable waste land per owner family is about 0.7 acres, although the 
smaller farmers hardly possess any significant portion of this kind of 
land. The total population of the area is 59,000 and hence the size 
of an average family is composed of six members. Distribution of 
cultivable land per capita is calculated to be .38 acres only.
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Major crops grown by the farmers in the area are paddy, 
grams and lentils, mustard and linseeds, mesta jute, chilli, turmeric 
and ginger, sweet potato, vegetables, and fruits. Most of the 
cultivable land is at present used in raising food crops, the lion’s 
share being for paddy. The ratio of paddy to other crops is about 
12:1, though this was only 1:1 before the creation of Bangladesh in 
1971. Jute and tobacco, the main cash earning crops, fell victim to 
the drastic changes in the market price relationship after 1971. This 
compelled the small landholders in the area to rearrange their farm 
plans and operations, so much so that they opted heavily for the new 
cash earner, paddy. Paddy is mostly grown during the "aus" and the 
"aman" seasons. They are mainly of local varieties, though HYVs are 
grown at places where surface water irrigation is available. Only 
about 27 per cent of the total paddy acreage is under HYV cultivation, 
while about 14 per cent of the total acreage is under irrigation. This 
suggests that some HYV paddy are also grown under rainfed conditions.
As in other parts of Bangladesh, the technique of cultivation is mainly 
the age-old type, i.e., man behind the wooden plough drawn by a lean 
pair of bullocks, broadcast or erratically transplanted local varieties 
of seed, inadequate weeding and pest control. Average yield per acre 
is consequently low - 15 maunds for "aus" paddy and 23 maunds for 
"aman" paddy.
According to the farm level survey conducted in connection 
with overall field study for this project, the farm families of the 
area have been grouped into five categories as per size of their holdings, 
viz., landless share-croppers, 0 . 1 - 2  acres farmers; 2.1 - 5 acres 
farmers; 5.1 - 10 acres farmers; and above 10 acres farmers.
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In Table 2/II, some of the important farm level information has been 
placed together. Total number of farm families in the landless share­
cropper group constitute over 25 per cent of the entire farming 
population. The average number of members in this farm family is six, 
of whom one adult male is the sole earning member. Some of them own 
only a tiny piece of chala land hardly sufficient for even family 
dwelling. The 0.1 - 2 acres farm family group makes up for another 
25 per cent of the cultivators in the area. The average number of 
family members is also six, of whom one male and one female adult 
are the earning members. Their average ownership of land holding is 
only a little over an acre. They also possess only one bullock, a 
milch cow and few other minor livestock animals, e.g., goats and hens. 
The 2 . 1 - 5  acres farm family group constitute about 27 per cent of the 
total farming population, with an average family membership of seven 
persons including two male and one female working adults. They possess 
an average of 3.73 acres of land, a pair of plough cattle, a milch 
cow, and a few goats and poultry. The 5.1 - 10 acres farm family group 
comprise about 19 per cent of the total farming population, with an 
average family membership of nine persons including three male and 
one female working adults. Average ownership of land is slightly over 
8 acres. They also own a larger number of livestock animals of all 
kinds compared with those owned by the 2 . 1 - 5  acres families. Though 
the above 10 acres farm family group constitutes only about 4 per cent 
of the total farming population, they are the most affluent and 
resourceful. On average, each family in this group owns twice as much 
land as that possessed by the 5.1 - 10 acres farm family, five work 
oxen, a pair of milch cows and a large herd of goats. Although the
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family have three male and one female working adults out of a total 
membership of 10 persons, field interviews revealed that they only 
supervise the farm operation entirely depending on hired farm labour.
To ascertain the current financial standing as well as 
the economic potentialities of these farm family groups, we have to 
consider their corresponding farm budgets as constructed from the 
field survey. Table 2/III gives the consolidated version of these 
farm budgets, although in their original forms they enumerate each 
head of inflows and outflows in greater detail.
In the budget of the landless share-cropper farm family, 
the main head of inflow is home consumption, followed by off-farm 
income earned entirely by selling farm labour. Other important inflow 
heads are cash sales and non-farm income earned through sale of fire­
wood collected from government reserve forests, and casual work as a 
boatman, loader, ect. The outflow side is dominated by cost incurred 
on cash purchases constituting about 74 per cent of the total. Other 
important expenses are decrease in farm inventory due to death of 
livestock and damage caused to the dwelling hut, and servicing of debts. 
The family does not spend much on inputs and hired labour. Net benefit 
for the farm family is a paltry surplus of Tk. 193.51 and that is for 
a normal year partial budget. In fact, a little deficit would be the 
usual outcome in a complete farm budget for this family as it can 
barely subsist in grim crop years, even supplemented by charity from 
well-to-do farmers.
The budget of the 0 . 1 - 2  acres farm family shows that home
consumption is the main item-head constituting about 35 per cent of the
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total inflow, followed closely by earnings from cash sales yielding 
another 35 per cent of the total. Non-farm income is also an important 
source of inflow. Their off-farm income is derived from sale of farm 
labour and hiring out bullock labour. The main head of outflow for 
them is cash purcahses which comprise over 77 per cent of the total. 
Other important expenses are wages for hired labour and decrease in 
farm inventories. The net benefit for this farm family is Tk. 3,852.70, 
which though attractive, would be far less during a bad year and with 
a complete budget.
In the case of the 2.1 - 5 acres farm family, home consump­
tion far outweighs their cash sales on the inflow side of the budget, 
and comprises about 47 per cent of the total. Cash sales yield another 
23 per cent. Non-farm and off-farm incomes also bring substantial 
benefit to the family comprising about 15 per cent and 8 per cent of 
the total inflow respectively. While the former accrues mainly from 
salaries for jobs done by at least one family member in proximate 
urban centres, the latter is derived mainly from hiring out bullocks 
and farm assets. Their loan receipt is also substantial. On the other 
side of their budget, the main outlfow is decrease in farm inventory 
because of damage caused to standing crops and death of livestock 
animals. The next in importance is cash purchase of food and livestock 
making up for about 38 per cent of the total outflow. Their outlays 
on hired labour are also substantial. Net benefit for this farm family 
comes to Tk. 4,882.10 which does not exceed that of the 0 . 1 - 2  acres 
family by any significant margin. The plausible explanation for this 
is that their earning from cash sales in comparatively smaller and
farming costs higher.
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The major item in the inflow side of the budget for the 
5.1 - 10 acres farm family is home consumption which constitutes over 
60 per cent of the total. Cash sales produce another 27 per cent and 
loan receipt about 10 per cent more. They have no off-farm income and 
only small non-farm earning. Their outflow side is dominated by cash 
purchases affecting over 71 per cent of the total. Wages for hired 
labour exact a further 19 per cent of the outflow, and their outlay 
on material inputs is also higher than that of the 2.1 - 5 acres farm 
family.
By the look of the budget, the above 10 acres farm family 
seems far more affluent than even all the other farm families combined 
together. The volume of their inflow is 13 times over that of the 
landless share-cropper, 6 times over that of the 0.1 - 2 acres farmer, 
about 4 times over that of the 2 . 1 - 5  acres farmer, and about 3 times 
over that of the 5.1 - 10 acres farmer. Cash sales generate the major 
part of their inflow, over 38 per cent of the total. Home consumption 
occupies another 27 per cent. Increase in their farm inventories is 
substantial. Also significant is their non-farm income accruing mainly 
from non-agricultural trading. Outflow side of their budget is dominated 
by cash purchases covering over 56 per cent of the total. Outlay on 
hired labour occupies another 24 per cent. Expenditure on material 
inputs is also significant, occupying about 12 per cent of the total 
outflow. Net benefit for this farm family is Tk. 33,594.85, and that 
is 7 to 8 times over those of the other groups of farm families 
separately, and even two and a half times over those of all of them 
combined together. It is to be noted that such a magnitude of net
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benefit occurs to this farm family even with a habitually wasteful and 
extensive utilisation of their landholdings and farm resources, rather 
than the intensive and economic utilisation of them. As a matter of 
fact, as the field study revealed, their total dependence on hired 
labour for operating the farm business is the main reason for less than 
optimum utilisation of their farm assets and resources, even though 
they possess ample financial means to go for modernization of their 
farming.
2.4 Identification of "Small Farmers" for a Bankable Project
In the light of the above discussion on the prevailing 
rural economic situation for the farming population in the area of the 
bankable project, we may now try to identify who are the real "small 
farmers". In the first place, the landless share-croppers and the land- 
poor 0 . 1 - 2  acres farmers are to be regarded as small farmers without 
the slightest hesitation. From about an acre of share-cropped or owned 
land, they have to scratch out only a bare subsistence for a family of 
six members. They are poor in farm assets, tools and livestock, and 
are obliged to sell their labour for supplementing their subsistence 
needs. In spite of all these constraints, they try hard enough to turn 
out the maximum possible quantity of food crops with the traditional 
technology applied on their tiny farm land. They are compelled to sell 
a portion of their food stock at low prices immediately after harvest 
so as to meet their cash obligations. But they are obliged to buy 
food grains to the extent of their short-fall requirement subsequently 
at high prices. These farmers can be ascribed perfectly to the category
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denoted by Owen's classification, reviewed in the opening section of 
this chapter, referring to the "subsistence fanning" sub-sector of the 
economy. Henceforth, we would denote these two groups as the "subsistence 
farmers". Applying the norms used by Baker to identify small farmers 
as reviewed in the same section of this chapter, we may also say that 
these subsistence farmers belong to the "D" category, the notional 
"base" of his pyramid. They constitute about 51 per cent of the entire 
farming population in the project area, but owning only about 11 per 
cent of total cultivable land and share-cropping probably far less than 
that. They are economically non-viable, as they are unable to sustain 
a "modern technological package programme" without subsidy on critical 
inputs and extension. Perhaps they also need to be benefited from a 
future land redistribution programme to assist in attaining their eco­
nomic viability. But the scope of such a programme in Bangladesh would 
be very limited as there is not enough surplus land to be drawn out of 
uneconomically large farms for redistribution to the landless and land 
poor. The inclusion of the subsistence farmers in a bankable project, 
therefore, merits special consideration as that would be a practical 
and rational alternative for their economic viability.
The cases of the 2 . 1 - 5  acres and the 5.1 - 10 acres 
farmers roughly fit into what Owen describes as the "commercial farming 
sub-sector". They constitute about 45 per cent of the farming popu­
lation in the area and have families larger than those of the subsistence 
farmers. They own larger land resources, larger farm assets, and larger 
numbers of livestock as well, than those of the subsistence farmers.
Cash sales of farm output constitute about one quarter of their total
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inflow. With the existing technology they endeavour to maximise their 
output both for subsistence and market return. They buy food grains 
at higher prices from the market, but sell a portion of their produced 
food crops after harvest to earn cash, in spite of the fact that their 
normal year partial budgets show a nominal surplus. This means that 
modern farm practices supported by appropriate packages of inputs and 
extension would enable them to overcome their food shortage and the 
consequent compulsion to buy from market. As per Baker's criteria, 
then, they have potential economic viability. This is amply testified 
from their effort to diversify farm output with rainfed vegetables, 
dry season pulses, some rainfed HYV paddy, perennial fruit orchards 
and raising a few livestock animals. They are unable at present to 
try modern farming practices with irrigation unless externally supported 
with credit and extension. By their own economic standards, therefore, 
they are nothing but small farmers. It is obvious that the farm assets 
and resources of the 5.1 - 10 acres farmers are significantly larger 
than those of the 2.1 - 5 acres farmer. Together they comprise the 
"C" and "B" categories of the notional pyramid referred to by Baker.
The viability of the 5.1 - 10 acres farmer is demonstrated in farming 
HYV crops and rainfed vegetables. He also has large potential in in­
tensive crop-farming, irrigated truck-farming, and horticultural fruit 
growing. With his larger farming area and farm resources he could 
be turned into a surplus farmer if only credit and irrigation could be 
provided, although with existing technology he manages to generate 
only a small surplus. By Bangladesh standards, he may be regarded as 
a "medium farmer", but his inclusion in a bankable project would be
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necessary to achieve two of the major objectives of such a programme, 
i.e., to generate enough marketable surplus for the nearby urban centres, 
and to diversify farm production towards such activities which, though 
they involve some risks, nevertheless are highly desirable and 
rewarding. Besides, labour extensive activities such as production of 
HYV paddy, HYV potato, irrigated vegetables, etc. to be undertaken by 
him would enhance considerably the employment opportunity for the land­
less farm labourers.
As for the above 10 acres farmers, it is not difficult to 
ascribe to them belonging to the category of large farmers at the peak 
of Baker's pyramid. They are the smallest minority owning about one 
quarter of the total cultivable land in the area. Their partial farm 
budget shows a huge net surplus with widely diversified activities.
In fact, they are in the habit of drawing out surplus cash resources 
generated from farming into non-farming activities instead of ploughing 
it back for agricultural improvements. Although they own the best type 
of land in the area, their landholdings are uneconomically extensive 
and mostly single-cropped, in spite of their immense potential and 
capability to use the farm land intensively with irrigation. Land 
holding is more a status symbol for them, than a means to earn a decent 
living through maximization of farm output. They look at it as a mere 
trading enterprise, rather than as a farm family enterprise, as is 
amply testified to by their habit of "absentee land lordism" and com­
plete dependence on tenant cultivators and hired labourers for farming. 
Their inclusion in a bankable project, for all practical purposes, does 
not merit any consideration.
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Hence, for the analysis of our bankable project we will 
regard all the farmers in the project area, including the landless share­
croppers, as small farmers except those possessing above 10 acres.
Such identification of small farmers would serve the important purpose 
of enabling an agricultural development bank to participate actively 
in the intended development of a specific rural area, to enhance the 
economic welfare of the less fortunate majority among the farming 
community and to ease the shortage of farm commodities for the non- 
agricultural population of Bangladesh.
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CHAPTER 3
SOME IMPORTANT FINANCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 
IN BANKABLE PROJECTS
3.1 Consumption Gap and Non-Monetary Dealings of the Small Farmer
Those farmers who have been defined as "the rural poor" in
the preceeding chapter, i.e., the landless share-croppers and the
0.1 - 2 acres farmers, produce almost entirely for their own families'
subsistence. But whatever output they generate from their farms is
hardly sufficient even for very low level subsistence of their families.
As Fisk has rightly observed: "... there are many very poor areas,
where the farms are over-populated, where demand for wage labour is
inadequate, and where the full utilisation of the land resources is
not sufficient to meet the essential needs of the persons dependent 
12upon it". It is very common with these farmers to resort to borrowing 
from relatives and village money lenders to be able to buy food and 
other essentials for their families during the lean season, i.e., the 
almost idle period between planting and harvest of their main aman 
crop during the monsoon. Many of the village money lenders are also 
affluent large farmers who provide the poor small farmers loans in 
kind besides cash. They often provide loans in the form of food grains, 
seeds and bullock labour for land preparation. The significant aspect 
of these cash as well as kind loans is that their repayment, including
12 E.K. Fisk, "The Significance of Non-Monetary Economic Activity for 
Development Planning", mimeo, A.N.U., Canberra, 1976, p. 5.
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i n t e r e s t ,  i s  r e a l i s e d  i n  t h e  fo rm  o f  n o n - m o n e ta r y  p ay m en t  a s  p e r  p r i o r
a g r e e m e n t .  F o r  i n s t a n c e ,  i t  i s  a  common p r a c t i c e  r e s o r t e d  t o  b y  t h e
v i l l a g e  money l e n d e r s  i n  p a r t s  o f  t h e  c o u n t r y ,  i n c l u d i n g  o u r  p r o j e c t  
a r e a ,  t o  r e a l i s e  t h r e e  m aunds o f  p a d d y  a f t e r  h a r v e s t  f o r  e a c h  T k . 100 
i n  c a s h  o r  i t s  e q u i v a l e n t  i n  k i n d  l o a n d e d  f o r  t h e  few  m o n th s  from
so w in g  t o  h a r v e s t i n g .  I t  i s  o b v i o u s  t h a t  t h i s  i s  a  v e r y  c o s t l y  l o a n
so  f a r  a s  t h e  p o o r  f a r m e r s  a r e  c o n c e r n e d ,  b u t  t h e y  h a v e  no o p t i o n  o t h e r  
t h a n  t h a t  f o r  t h e i r  s u r v i v a l  d u r i n g  t h e  l e a n  s e a s o n  o f  a  n o rm a l  y e a r  
and  a l s o  d u r i n g  a  b ad  y e a r  r i d d e n  w i t h  n a t u r a l  o r  o t h e r  c a l a m i t i e s .
T h e re  a r e  a l s o  o t h e r  fo rm s  o f  n o n - m o n e ta r y  d e a l i n g s  by  
t h e  s m a l l  f a r m e r  w h ich  a r i s e  m a i n l y  b e c a u s e  o f  h i s  p o v e r t y  i n  g e n e r a l  
and  p a u c i t y  o f  c a s h  r e s o u r c e  a n d  o t h e r  fa rm  a s s e t s  i n  p a r t i c u l a r .
F o r  e x a m p le ,  i t  i s  a l s o  a  common p r a c t i c e  among t h e  p o o r  f a r m e r s  i n  
t h e  c o u n t r y  t o  team  u p  f o r  g r o u p  l a b o u r  t o  t h e  m u t u a l  a n d  r e c i p r o c a l  
s a t i s f a c t i o n  o f  e a c h  o t h e r ' s  n e e d s  o f  e x t e n s i v e  l a b o u r  i n p u t  r e q u i r e d  
d u r i n g  p l a n t i n g ,  w e e d in g  an d  h a r v e s t i n g  a c t i v i t i e s .  I t  i s  a l s o  n o t  
uncommon t h a t  a  f a r m e r  w o u ld  t e m p o r a r i l y  b o r r o w  w ork  o x e n  f ro m  h i s  
f e l l o w  f a r m e r s  f o r  l a n d  p r e p a r a t i o n ,  an d  w o u ld  te a m  up  w i t h  th em  t o  
p ay  b a c k  s i m i l a r l y  w i t h  h i s  own w ork  o x e n  d u r i n g  t h e i r  n e e d .  T h i s  
s i t u a t i o n  u s u a l l y  o c c u r s  b e c a u s e  a  s m a l l  f a r m e r  o f t e n  h a s  o n l y  a  s i n g l e  
work o x en  i n s t e a d  o f  a  p a i r  a n d  a l s o  b e c a u s e  he i s  i n  n e e d  o f  m ore 
t h a n  o n e  p a i r  when h i s  l a n d  h a s  t o  be  p r e p a r e d  w i t h i n  a  s h o r t  t i m e .
I n  s h o r t ,  a  s m a l l  f a r m e r  r e p a y s  h i s  f e l l o w  f a r m e r s  i n  t h e  same n o n ­
m o n e ta r y  fo rm s  a s  he r e c e i v e s  i n  human an d  b u l l o c k  l a b o u r  f ro m  them  
d u r i n g  h i s  n e e d .  T h i s  m u t u a l l y  a d v a n t a g e o u s  n o n - m o n e t a r y  b o r r o w i n g  
i s  r e s o r t e d  t o  b e c a u s e  o t h e r w i s e  t h e  s m a l l  f a r m e r  i s  h a r d l y  a b l e  t o
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pay in cash for hiring the required labour input. Besides these acti­
vities directly connected with farming enterprises, the small farmer 
is obliged to take recourse to other non-monetary dealings in meeting 
his social and customary obligations during occasions like marriage, 
birth of a-new member of the family, funeral and so on. The financial 
and the socio-economic position of the farm family is significantly 
influenced by these non-monetary dealings of both farm and non-farm 
nature.
One obvious objective of a bankable project should be to 
help the small farmers to change over to monetary dealings from non­
monetary ones regarding their farm enterprises and activities. As has 
been already observed in the preceeding chapter, the subsistence 
farmers in the area of Azgana-Tarafpur sell a portion of their food- 
grain output after harvest to meet pressing cash obligations, but sub­
sequently have to purchase the equivalent quantity of food-grains, 
often more, from the local markets at higher prices so as to tide over 
their food shortage. On a similar context, Fisk's observation is very 
relevant: "For these people, unable to sell their labour outside the
farm, participation in the monetary economy may involve selling not a 
surplus that they cannot consume, but a part culled from their already 
inadequate subsistence consumption, sold of necessity to meet money 
expenses without which production cannot be sustained - such as rent, 
taxes and essential inputs not available from their own resources".13 
A bankable project, therefore, should aim at transforming these
13 Ibid., op. cit., p. 5.
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subsistence producers with cash shortages, into surplus farmers with 
adequate cash resources. With the aim of freeing the farmer- 
beneficiaries from the clutches of usurious money lenders, the credit 
programme of a bankable project should be geared up to the needs of 
their cash demands.
Whether the credit programme should include a component to
cater for the consumption needs of the small farmer is a very important
issue to be resolved. Direct lending for consumption purposes may
create serious complications in the way of using production credit in the
14desired manner. As Mosher has aptly pointed out, the practice of 
borrowing and lending for consumption (a) makes borrowing seem something 
to be avoided if at all possible, (b) tends to establish interest rates 
at a high level since only a less provident person needs to borrow for 
consumption with doubtful ability to repay, and (c) does not recognize 
the soundness of future production plans as an element in the credit- 
worthiness of a farmer. These obstacles are to be removed to make the 
credit programme of a bankable project effective. If credit is offered 
only for direct farm production needs and the consumption need is 
ignored, then small farmers are unlikely to be able to become independent 
from usurious village money lenders for such loans. That would work 
against the achievement of the major objective of a credit programme, 
i.e., to make the small farmer economically viable and credit-worthy.
A possible way out of that situation would be to provide for a con­
sumption component in the credit programme of a bankable project,
14 A.T. Mosher, Getting Agriculture Moving, Vol. I, Ch. 11, Agricultural 
Development Council, New York.
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without actually appearing to do so. This could be done if the over­
all credit package includes components earmarked as wage for at least 
the major portion of family labour to be employed for each farming 
enterprise. This would give the appearance that the farm family is 
earning an income for the labour put into these farm enterprises.
In our farm planning analysis in the next chapter, we will suggest a 
programme with such a credit component as a possible answer to the 
consumption needs of the small farmer.
3.2 The Question of Risk and Incentive
It is generally agreed that a small farmer credit programme 
should be oriented towards increasing income as well as credit-worthiness 
of the farmer beneficiaries. This can be achieved if the credit helps 
the farmer concerned to obtain a higher value of incremental output 
than the incremental cost of production. This would mean that the 
farmer should gain a positive incremental net return enough for his 
loan repayment and increased family consumption, and perhaps a modest 
cash surplus as well. But farm credit itself is not sufficient to 
achieve this unless it is closely integrated with appropriate profitable 
production technologies backed by supply of required inputs and 
extension. The common tendency in this regard is to be complacent in 
assuming that a new technology would be readily available with the 
credit programme. The practical situation, however, is far less 
satisfactory than that in most of the developing countries.
In the recent past in Bangladesh, the seed-fertilizer 
based HYV rice technology had been adopted by the small farmers much
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more slowly than originally anticipated. The technology itself was 
not to be blamed because it was neutral to farm size. However in 
many regions of the country, the technology did not prove particularly 
profitable partly due to non-adaptibility and erratic yield variability 
of the original IRRI rice varieties and partly due to inadequate and 
untimely supply of the critical inputs in spite of heavy subsidization 
of their prices. The small farmers also could not benefit because the 
lion's share of these government supplied inputs and credit was pre­
empted by the affluent and influential elites of the farming community. 
Hence, it is hardly surprising to get the feeling of suspicion and un­
certainty among many common farmers about the HYV rice technology.'*’^
The small farmer, as we know, is as good a rational decision­
maker as the affluent large farmer. He has many problems to solve as 
he works under many constraints and limitations of his resources.
His cash flow is small, consumption needs overwhelming, input procuring 
capacity limited, and odds against farming pursuits unpredictable.
He habitually weighs all the risks and uncertainties while making his 
farming decisions, even though he may be illiterate. By all means he 
would try to ensure security in such decision-making, as he would be 
loathe to consider anything that would run the risk of putting his 
family's survival in jeopardy. He would consider the following risks 
and uncertainties while making his farm decisions: (a) yield variability,
15 The contemporary situation in this regard, however, is showing
appreciable signs of improvement. A number of HYV rice varieties, 
locally modified and tested for reliable yields under variable 
physio-climatic conditions, have been released by BRRI for the 
common farmers. Supplies of critical inputs such as fertilisers 
and pesticides, pumps, fuel oil and spares, etc., for irrigation 
units have also been geared up and rationalized.
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(b) price variability of inputs and products, and (c) supply variability 
of inputs and services. The new technology may yield an output twice 
as large or more than a traditional one, but under adverse physio- 
climatic conditions it may yield even less. Hence, a small farmer may 
prefer the low but steady yielding traditional technology unless he is 
convinced of the certainty of HYV yield under conditions of flood, 
drought and pest attack. Also, he needs to be convinced of the accept­
ability of a new crop to his consumption tastes and habits, so that he 
derives similar satisfaction consuming it and better monetary return 
selling a portion of it. He would also want to be sure that he could 
afford the critical inputs, and also that their supply was adequate 
and in time. Besides, he would need advice from some quarters about 
how to use those inputs properly and effectively.
Considering the conservatism of the small farmer mentioned 
above, the farm plans which are incorporated in a bankable project 
should be made as realistic and acceptable to him as possible. Hence, 
the annual average farm plans which are to be projected for farm level 
analysis in the next chapter will incorporate enterprise and both 
traditional and modern activities. For example, activities such as 
production of local varieties of rice, cash crops like pulses, garlic, 
onion, chilli, etc., rainfed vegetables such as sweet potato, gourd, 
beans, pumpkin, etc., will be incorporated in the farm plans for 
"subsistence" farmers, along with seed-fertiliser technology based 
farming of HYV paddy and HYV potatoes. This would ensure maximum 
possible production of food for the family and simultaneously generate 
marketable surplus for earning much needed cash. For another example,
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t h e  f a rm  p l a n s  f o r  t h e  "ab o v e  s u b s i s t e n c e "  f a r m e r  w ou ld  i n c o r p o r a t e  
h i g h  v a l u e  i r r i g a t e d  v e g e t a b l e s  su ch  a s  t o m a t o e s ,  p e a s ,  c a u l i f l o w e r ,  
c a b b a g e ,  e t c . ,  b e s i d e s  HYV p ad d y ,  p o t a t o e s ,  and  some c a s h  c r o p s .
The l a r g e r  r e s o u r c e  b a s e  o f  t h e s e  f a r m e r s  w o u ld  e n a b l e  th em  t o  b e a r  
t h e  r i s k s  i n v o l v e d .
3 .3  E f f i c i e n c y  and  E q u i t y  o f  P r o j e c t  C r e d i t
The e f f i c i e n c y  o f  a  c r e d i t  p rogram m e i n  a  b a n k a b l e  p r o j e c t  
w i l l  l a r g e l y  d ep e n d  on t h e  f o l l o w i n g  g e n e r a l  c r i t e r i a :  (a) i t s  s u c c e s s
i n  i n c r e a s i n g  fa rm  p r o d u c t i o n  and  incom e; (b) i t s  s u c c e s s  i n  g e n e r a t i n g  
d e s i r e d  r e p a y m e n t s  o f  t h e  sum b o r ro w e d  and  t h e  i n t e r e s t  d u e  so a s  t o  
m ee t  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  c o s t s ;  and  (c) i t s  s u c c e s s  i n  c h a n n e l l i n g  c r e d i t  
t o  t h e  m a j o r i t y  o f  s m a l l  f a r m e r s  l i v i n g  i n  t h e  p r o j e c t  a r e a .  B u t  
u n l e s s  a c c o m p a n ie d  by  c l e a r  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  f o r  e c o n o m ic  g a i n  fro m  t h e  
a d o p t i o n  o f  new t e c h n o l o g i e s  f o r  t h e  s m a l l  f a r m e r s  c o n c e r n e d ,  t h e  
c r e d i t  p rogram m e s t a n d s  l i t t l e  c h a n c e  o f  b e i n g  u s e d  f o r  t h e  d e s i r e d  
p r o d u c t i v e  p u r p o s e s .  B e s i d e s ,  a s  h a s  b e e n  m e n t io n e d  a l r e a d y ,  t h e  
c r e d i t  p rogram m e m u s t  a l s o  be  ac c o m p a n ie d  b y  an  e f f i c i e n t  d e l i v e r y  
s y s te m  o f  i n p u t s  a s  w e l l  a s  m a r k e t in g  c h a n n e l s  f o r  o u t p u t s  t o  e n s u r e  
t h e i r  r e a d y  a v a i l a b i l i t y  and  m a r k e t i n g .  I n  o t h e r  w o rd s ,  c r e d i t  o n l y  
p u t s  i n  t h e  h a n d s  o f  a  f a r m e r  fu n d s  t h a t  e n a b l e  h im  t o  p u r c h a s e  p r o ­
d u c t i v e  i n p u t s ,  b u t  w h e th e r  d e s i r a b l e  f a r m in g  w i l l  b e  a c t u a l l y  u n d e r ­
t a k e n  d e p e n d s  upon s o u n d n e s s  o f  t e c h n o l o g y ,  m a r k e t s ,  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e ,  
i n f o r m a t i o n  an d  a t t i t u d e s .
To e n s u r e  t h e  e f f i c i e n c y  o f  a  c r e d i t  p ro g ram m e , i t  i s  
i m p o r t a n t  t h a t  t h e  r e l a t i v e  b u r d e n  and  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  i n c i d e n c e  o f
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a particular farm credit package on various groups of farmers should 
be taken into consideration. It is obvious that the burden of credit 
will be relatively heavier on the poor "subsistence” farmers compared 
with that on the well-to-do "above subsistence" farmers. One important 
reason for this may be the severe resource constraints peculiar to the 
subsistence small farmer. As we know, some of the recent technological 
improvements involve indivisible components which make them less 
suitable for adoption by small farming units. For example, the HYV 
seeds are much more productive under controlled water application, yet 
the minimum size and capacity of a tube-well or a low-lift pump 
available in most areas is much larger than required by small farmers 
to irrigate their land individually. Even though they may be induced 
with credit to organize themselves into tube-well groups or pump 
groups, their credit burden shared individually would be heavier 
intrinsically than that borne by the well-to-do farmers. Similarly, 
the loan burden of a livestock enterprise may be heavier on a subsis­
tence farmer due to heavy capital costs and operating expenses involved 
in its initial stage along with modern practices of rearing..
All these constraints causing unevenly heavier burdens 
on the subsistence small farmer create a few complicated problems in 
implementing the credit programme of a bankable project. One such 
problem is the delinquency of farm loans. The demise of an agricultural 
credit institution is often brought about by high rates of default in 
repayment of loans. As has been suggested by Tinnermeier,^  there does
16 Ronald Tinnermeier, "Technology, Profit, and Agricultural Credit.",
A.I.D. Spring Review of Small Farmer Credit, draft, 1973, pp. 63-65.
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appear to be a direct correlation between the loan repayment and the 
applicability of profitable new technologies. To substantiate his 
argument, he cites the examples of some successfully implemented pro­
jects like the Pueblo Project in Mexico, the CADU Project in Ethiopia, 
the INCORA Programme in Colombia, the ACAR Programme in Brazil, and 
the Comilla Programme in Bangladesh. These projects had relatively 
low rates of delinquency associated with new output-increasing 
technology. Conversely, it can be asserted that projects with high 
delinquency rates failed to disseminate profitable technology, 
although this is a necessary but not sufficient condition. Other 
factors may be poor harvest due to natural calamities, low farm prices, 
laxity in enforcing repayment discipline, and diversion of credit to 
non-productive uses.
To ensure a low level of loan delinquency, traditionally 
credit agencies have required their borrowers to pledge some collater­
al security like land, family valuables, etc. But as the small farmers 
have only inadequate title on their land and the tenant farmers no 
title at all, the only feasible alternative as security would be the 
productive capacity of their farm land, i.e. hypothecation of their 
crops. Besides, another measure of inducing small farmers benefit 
from a new technology requiring initially large capital outlay is to 
ease the repayment burden by spreading it out into medium term instal­
ments and charging subsidized rates of interest. This arrangement 
also satisfies the equity requirement of farm credit, as in a country 
with a predominant small farming sector, one of the important 
objectives of a bankable project is to ensure a better standard of
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living for the subsistence farmers by initiating preferential measures 
for them. With this end in view, we shall be incorporating in our 
farm analysis a subsidized interest rate at 9 per cent per annum in 
the livestock loans for the subsistence farmers as per their projected 
average farm plans, whereas the current lending rate is 12 per cent 
per annum.
The current approach widely recommended for an efficient 
credit programme is "the supervised credit approach" with appropriate 
"packages" of inputs, credit and extension for various groups of small 
and medium farmers. To prevent the misuse of agricultural credit funds 
as a result of inadequate technical knowledge, poor farm management, 
urgency of consumption needs, and thereby to contain the tendency of 
high delinquency, many credit institutions have established supervised 
credit programmes for small farmers. An effective mechanism of super­
vision requires qualified and trained personnel to carry out activities 
such as assessment and appraisal of farm plans and their corresponding 
requirement of loans, proper and timely delivery of credit both in 
cash and kind, supply of information and technical assistance to the 
farmers for specific utilisation of farm inputs, and proper enforcement 
of borrowers' repayment discipline. As we have already pointed out, 
complete elimination of consumption loans is neither possible nor 
desirable in case of the subsistence small farmers and hence they 
should be provided with at least the major portion of the wage equi­
valent of family labour as a loan component to satisfy this requirement. 
In brief, the central idea of a credit programme should not be only 
of how the farmer is going to spend the loan money, but also to help
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him to be better off so that he lives better and eats better, so that 
he educates his children, so that he musters a better technique of 
farming, and so that he uses better inputs, implements and 
machineries.
Keeping the abovementioned idea of supervised credit in 
view, an outline of such a programme can be suggested for the Area 
Development Project: Azgana-Tarafpur. Synchronization of activities
of credit agents, supervisors, and extension workers would be crucial 
in this respect. The concerned field staff of the financing bank 
consisting of branch manager, accountants, and loan investigation 
officers would act as credit agents, and their responsibility would 
be to assess properly the production potential and the credit require­
ments of every farmer-beneficiary and to ensure the timely supply of 
credit. The loan investigation officers of the bank, the thana 
irrigation officer and the thana inspector of BADC, the thana live­
stock officer, the project's horticulture officer, all together with 
the thana project officers and staff of IRDP would work as the super­
visors of each particular programme of the project including the credit 
programme. Finally, the union agricultural assistances, the project 
livestock assistants, the project horticulture assistants, all 
together with the IRDP thana field staff and the local school teachers 
would work as extension agents responsible for the implementation of 
each detailed phase of the various programmes within the project.
There already exist about 50 organized groups of farmers in the area 
as KSS or primary agricultural co-operatives each owning a pumpset 
for irrigation, but their activities are not sufficiently broadly 
based to include the majority of small farmers. A glimpse of the
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activities of these existing co-operatives in the project area can be 
obtained from Annexure-3. All the intending beneficiaries of the 
project should be organized either to join these societies after they 
have been made broad-based, or alternatively to form into new co­
operatives responsible for channelling inputs, credit and information 
for their members within the project framework. This would facilitate 
the implementation of each programme including credit.
3.4 The Responsibility of Implementation
In a bankable project for small farmers, the major 
responsibility of implementation is to be shouldered by the financing 
bank concerned. It would not only be in charge of procuring an invest­
ment of the required financial resources for its various programmes, 
but also function as the main instrument of coordination between various 
agencies involved in the process of project implementation. The BKB 
or Bangladesh Krishi (agriculture) Bank having one of its branches 
at Mirzapur thana headquarters would be the appropriate financing 
institution to carry out the responsibility of implementing the Area 
Development Project: Azgana-Tarafpur. The only alternative to BKB
could have been one of the six nationalised commercial banks having 
a branch at Mirzapur, but at present none of them has enough personnel 
trained for such a responsibility, nor would any of them be inclined 
to shoulder the same at the risk of the security of their depositors' 
money. BKB being a development bank, on the other hand, is geared to 
cater for medium and long-term agricultural loans, having personnel 
better trained and experienced to handle such a specialised responsibility.
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As for the source of BKB's funds for agricultural finance, 
the scene is dominated by counter-finance obtained from the Bangladesh 
Bank. This could also act as a very important source of financing 
bankable projects, although BKB may do well to tap alternative or 
complementary sources such as the Government, or international 
financial institutions like IDA, FAO, ADB, etc. If these institutions 
could be made sufficiently interested in potentially viable bankable 
projects, then they would be inclined to provide not only the much 
needed foreign exchange component of finance but also financial and 
technical expertise to assist in the desired implementation of such 
projects. But the fact remains that BKB's heavy dependence on counter­
finance would continue for the foreseeable future, and hence the role of 
the Bangladesh Bank as the major source of project finance and also as 
the expert guide for financial appraisal and evaluation of future 
bankable projects can hardly be over-emphasised.
Equally crucial in importance is the agency which would be 
responsible for supplying the critical inputs and implements needed 
to carry out various programmes of a bankable project. In the Azgana- 
Tarafpur project, the critical inputs are HYV seeds, horticultural 
plants and seeds, chemical fertilisers, pesticides, tube-wells and 
pumps with spares, livestock animals such as milch cows, breeding 
goats and laying hends. The BADC will be the main source supplying 
HYV seeds, fertilisers and pesticides, and tube-wells and pumps. BADC 
workshop at the thana headquarters will require to be upgraded and 
additional mechanic personnel appointed so as to make the tube-well 
irrigation programme a success. Horticultural plants and seeds will
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be supplied by the Horticultural Development Board (HDB)- The 
Government Department of Livestock may shoulder procuring livestock 
animals from its own farms as well as from the Savar Dairy Farm and the 
Eastern Milk Producers' Co-operative Union Farms not very far from 
the project area. Other inputs like livestock feed, manures, raw 
materials for handicrafts, etc., can be procured locally by the 
farmers themselves.
Another important element in such a bankable project is 
the extension services required for the effective dissemination of 
information about various project programmes such as production of 
rice, cash crops, vegetables, horticultural fruits, livestock, etc.
The union agricultural assistants in the project area are already 
working as extension agents of HYV cereals for the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Substantial backing to their efforts may be given by way 
of training programmes for farmers selected as village extension agents. 
Such programmes can be carried out effectively by the IRDP personnel 
at the Mirzapur thana headquarters. These village extenion agents 
should be trained not only in HYV rice technology, but also in vegetable 
and truck farming, livestock rearing and horticultural orchard farming. 
Co-operation from the Livestock Department of the Governm-nt and from 
HDB may be sought for these purposes by IRDP. To strengthen the exten­
sion activities for the livestock programme and the horticulture pro­
gramme including vegetable farming, two livestock assistants and two 
horticulture assistants should be either borrowed from the Government 
Livestock Department and the HDB respectively, or appointed directly
by the project authority. Each of these project assistants will carry
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out their respective extension assignments covering an entire "union" 
of the project area, actively assisted by the farmer-extensionists 
trained up at the Mirzapur TTDC.
The concept of implementation mentioned above pre­
supposes a perfect arrangement for effective co-operation among the 
various agencies and ministries involved in the project. Moreover, 
to sustain the enthusiasm of the farmer-beneficiaries, their partici­
pation in some degree in the execution of the project will be necessary. 
If their popular local leaders such as the elected chairmen of the 
Union "Parishad" (council), and the headmasters of local schools are 
included in the project Executive Body, this requirement will probably 
be reasonably satisfied. The overall composition of the project 
Executive Body might include the local Branch Manager of BKB as the 
chief executive director, the Thana Project officer IRDP as the joint 
executive director, the Thana Agriculture Officer, the Thana Irrigation 
Officer BADC, the Thana Livestock Officer, and the Project Horticulture 
Officer, each as a director of their respective programmes of the 
project. The Body should also incorporate the Circle Officer 
(Development), the Thana Family Planning Officer, the Thana Education 
Officer, the Thana Inspector BADC, the two chairmen of the two Union 
Parishads, all the headmasters of local high schools as its executive 
members. Such a composition for the execution of a bankable project 
would take care of all the departments and agencies and the local 
leadership directly and indirectly involved with the detailed imple­
mentation process.
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But the coordination of all these departments and agencies 
would also warrant the formation of a high level Project Central 
Coordination Committee (PCCC) at Dacca with wide power to sort out 
all the potential bottlenecks and the bureaucratic tangles that might 
occur from time to time. Top level executives from the Bangladesh 
Bank, BKB, IRDP, BADC, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of F.F. and 
Livestock, Ministry of Rural Development, and the Ministry of Finance 
should represent their respective institutions in the PCCC. The PCCC 
should sit at least quarterly every year to review and follow-up the 
progress of the bankable project.
The actual implementation activities should be spread over 
several phases of time. This would enable the financing bank and 
other agencies involved to act on modest scales, rather than to embark 
on a load of work which is ambitious and physically difficult to cope 
with. More so, because of the fact that the number of personnel com­
petent and experienced for project implementation at the disposal of 
these agencies including BKB is limited at present. The number of 
such personnel can be conveniently increased through carefully worked 
out phases of project implementation on a pilot scale. To satisfy 
this need for the Azgana-Tarafpur Project which is also on a pilot 
scale only, a three-phase implemen-ation period is suggested. Phase I 
would start at the beginning of year 1, Phase II at the beginning of 
year 2, and Phase III at the beginning of year 3. Each of these phases 
would last for a span of 5 continuous years, and hence the entire time 
period of implementation would take a total of seven years. Physical 
target of farm families and production units to be financed at the
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beginning of each proposed phase with various enterprise programmes 
are summarised in Table 3/1.
TABLE 3/1
PROPOSED FINANCING PHASE-OUT OF THE AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
AZGANA-TARAFPUR
Particulars
Physical Target of Units to be Financed
Phase I Phase II Phase III Total
No. of Farm Families
(A) Share-Cropper 1,720 573 - 2,293
(B) 0.1 - 2 Acres 1,135 570 565 2,270
(C) 2 . 1 - 5  Acres 450 900 453 1,803
(D) 5.1 - 10 Acres - 420 418 838
Enterprises/Activities
(A) Tube-wells (Nos.):
(i) Deep 48 48 26 122
(ii) Shallow - 420 418 838
(B) Paddy (Acres) 4,547 5,778 4,070 14,395
(C) Cash Crops (Acres) 678 1,266 927 2,871
(D) Vegetables (Acres) 2,257 5,844 4,376 12,477
(E) Horticulture (Acres) 255 1,080 854 2,189
(F) Livestock (Animals):
(i) Dairy 9,915 6,129 3,054 19,098
(ii) Goatery 66,100 40,860 20,360 127,320
(iii) Poultry 165,250 102,150 50,900 318,300
(G) Handicrafts (Workers) 1,720 573 - 2,293
This financing programme in three phases would bring within
its fold all the families in the landless share-cropper group and the
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0.1 - 2 acres group, 75 per cent of the families in the 2.1 - 5 acres 
group, and 50 per cent of the families in the 5.1 - 10 acres group.
As the Azgana-Tarafpur Project has been envisaged essentially 
as a pilot bankable project, there must be room for flexibility in the 
mechanism of implementation so as to accommodate the unforeseen contin­
gency situations arising in the future- Considerable trial and error 
processes would be involved in the execution of various programmes of 
the Project. It is essential that IRDP is actively and closely asso­
ciated with BKB in such a bankable project, so that it may be able to 
take over for its ultimate continuation after implementation. Subse­
quently, with large scale credit and financial expertise obtained from 
BKB, IRDP may take up similar projects in selected areas each large 
enough to encompass an entire thana. This would also enable IRDP to 
integrate such projects as parts of its overall rural development
programme.
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CHAPTER 4
BENEFITS AND COSTS TO THE SMALL FARMERS 
IN A BANKABLE PROJECT
4.1 The Financial Implications
The identification as well as the assessment of benefits 
and costs of agricultural projects, in general, will depend on the 
bojectives with which they are undertaken, the extent to which those 
objectives are carried through to implementation. This will also 
depend considerably on the interaction of attitudes of all the parti­
cipants in a particular project. Although in Bangladesh the number of 
small farmers' projects, both proposed and under implementation, are 
only a few, the above generalisations about them are very much true.
The various categories of benefits and costs of a small farmers' project 
have their financial, economic and social perspectives, on the basis 
of which they merit separate considerations.
In financial and also in economic analysis, we are concerned 
in practice with only the tangible benefits and costs which can be 
foreseen, identified and measured in numerical terms. For small 
farmers' projects in Bangladesh, the major benefit would obviously be 
the greater physical volume of production and the consequential increase 
in the gross value of output. This would occur because of a very high 
demand for the incremental quantity of commodities produced due to the 
project and hence a stable level of market prices for those commodities. 
Owing to steadily increasing pressure of population, there hardly exists
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any possibility of abrupt fall in the prices of those commodities in 
the foreseeable future. Even with the theoretical possibility of 
falling prices in future, the value of the incremental production 
should more than offset their effects on the gross income earning of 
a farm family. This would be because these projects are not large 
enough to affect significantly the existing price relationships.
The subsequent possibility of growth in linkage facilities like feeder 
road building, better transport, improved marketing arrangements 
and storage, etc., would strengtehn these production and price 
relationships. In small farmers' projects, the beneficiaries derive 
additional benefits such as a reduction in loss due to plant pro­
tection measures, etc., increases in yield due to availability of 
irrigation water.
Costs in these projects are easily identifiable, although 
there may be occasional problems in correctly assessing them. Costs 
of material inputs are measured by their market prices, or their supply 
prices if they are not freely traded inputs. In the case of labour, 
the valuation becomes a little more difficult. In Bangladesh, the 
market wage rates for ordinary farm labour are far from uniform in all 
regions. This is in a large measure due to uneven demand for it during 
various periods and seasons of cropping activities, and variation in the 
availability of landless farm workers in different regions of the 
country. But this is also due to the predominance of the small holding 
cultivators who endeavour to avoid hiring much labour as long as they 
can. An average of a series of seasonal wage rates is normally used
to get over this difficulty of estimation.
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Inputs like irrigation water, fertilisers and pesticides 
are heavily subsidized in Bangladesh, although the government is 
endeavouring gradually to minimize and ultimately do away with 
subsidies. Moreover, the government is obliged to offer price support 
to the producers of certain farm commodities like rice, jute, sugar 
cane etc. from time to time to maintain production incentives. In 
financial analysis this entails no special problems as it can be 
treated as transfer payments from the tax payers to the farmers. In 
economic analysis, however, it should be treated specially and we 
shall try to view this matter in some detail subsequently in this 
chapter.
A bankable project for small farmers, being mainly credit- 
oriented in nature, would achieve the objective of increase in production 
by making capital resources easily and timely available to the parti­
cipating farmers. This in turn, of course, would contribute to 
increase their expenditures on capital as well as operating outlays.
The establishment of a shallow tube-well, for instance, on a partici­
pating farm with the help of project credit would help greatly to 
augment physical production of crops.
The collective ownership of a rice husking mill by a group 
of project participants, for another instance, would ensure a better 
rice price for them. Besides, increased outlays on inputs like 
chemical fertilisers, pesticides and better seeds, which are essential 
for high-yielding production would help immensely to increase a 
farmer's gross yield of crops and financial return. It may be argued 
that in a densely populated country like Bangladesh, the marketable
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surplus would be small as the incremental output would largely be 
consumed by the farm family itself due to its high on-farm demand.
While to a large extent this argument could be justified, that would 
not basically alter the intrinsic merit of these projects. This is 
simply because the additional consumption by the farm family in real 
terms, i.e., in the sense of it being a major inflow to the farm, 
would be as good a return to the farm family and the project as a whole, 
as would be the sale of those incremental production in the absence of 
its absorption by the farm family. That would, in fact, be a real 
increase in the welfare of the farming community.
4.2 Farm Plans for the Farm Families: Assumptions and Considerations
Before the discussion on the implications of the farm plans 
for the various groups of farm families, it is important that the 
various underlying assumptions and considerations about them are brought 
into focus. The following are the major assumptions and considerations 
involved in preparation of the average farm plans and the financial pro­
jections for nine years.
(1) Existing cropping patterns and crop mixes have not been 
altered drastically in the farm plan without power irrigation. This has 
been done keeping in view the tendency of "risk aversion" and "socio­
economic desirability" of the common farmers. The farm plan with power 
irrigation, however, has been adjusted to introduce a few "improved" 
crop production techniques whose potentialities are assuredly demon­
strated under similar conditions elsewhere in Bangladesh. For instance,
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irrigated boro paddy and irrigated winter vegetables with potential 
high return are included in this farm plan.
(2) As these farm plans involve "subsistence" farming 
groups like the poor share-croppers and the marginally subsisting 
0.1 - 2 acres farmers, technologies neutral to scale have been 
emphasized. HYV paddy, HYV potatoes and winter vegetables like 
tomatoes, cauliflower, cabbage, etc., have been incorporated because 
their cultivation is based on seed-fertiliser technology.
(3) Specialised enterprises like livestock rearing, handi­
crafts, etc. have been incorporated in the farm plans for the 
"subsistence" farmers to enable them to generate additional returns 
and cash resources. These have been dropped from the farm plan for 
the well-to-do medium farmers (5.1 - 10 acres). However, horticulture 
as a special enterprise has been included in their farm plan as well
as in that for the 2 . 1 - 5  acres farmers, as both of these groups 
presently have "cultivable waste" landholdings.
(4) Returns and costs of various enterprises have been
calculated in the farm plans according to per unit cost and return 
estimates given in Annexures 4A(1), (2), and (3), 4B(1), (2), (3)
and (4) , 4C, 4D, and 4E(1) and (2) . These estimates are based on 
our field study of existing crops and also on standard estimates of
17other appropriate crops and activities recorded in similar studies.
17 K.N. Singh et al., "Cost Factors of Agriculture", Indian Agricultural 
Reserach Institute, 1973; "Bangladesh Appraisal of the Barisal 
Irrigation Project", IBRD Document, Washington, 1975; and "CHTD 
Project, An Evaluation", Bangladesh Bank, Dacca, 1974.
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(5) Existing supply prices of inputs with subsidies like 
HYV seeds, fertilisers and pesticides have been used. For other inputs 
like traditional seeds, materials for fencing, mulching, handicrafts, 
etc., local market prices have been used. The current practice is that 
the capital cost of deep tube-wells are financed by BADC as outright 
grants to the beneficiaries. In their farm plans, however, this has 
been shown as loans to meet the capital cost proportionate to their 
individual share of area irrigated and thus to ascertain whether they 
can still be viable with this cost incurred. As for the 5.1 - 10 acres 
farmers, it is assumed that each of them would be required to hire- 
purchase one shallow tube-well and hence the entire capital cost is 
incorporated in their financial projection.
(6) In the nine years financial projection, the dairy 
unit is assumed to be replaced in year 8, the goatery unit in year 6, 
and the poultry unit in years 4 and 7. Accordingly, salvage values 
for the old stock have been incorporated in the projection.
(7) Both human and bullock labour for crop production 
and horticulture have been valued at the prevalent market prices as 
per the field survey. The market rate at the time of the study was 
Tk. 8 for farm labour and Tk. 12 for bullock labour, not considering 
the wage of the accompanying ploughman. There would be different 
levels of family labour put in the farm plans for the different 
farming groups. It is assumed that the landless share-cropper 
family would put in 90 per cent of its total labour requirement, the
0 . 1 - 2  acres farm family 75 per cent, the 2.1 - 5 acres farm family
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50 per cent, and the 5.1 - 10 acres farm family 35 per cent. Labour 
"intensive" rather than labour "extensive" methods would be 
emphasized. Opportunity cost of female and child labour in the family 
being zero and currently put in well below capacity, would be inten­
sively utilised mostly in livestock rearing and handicrafts.
(8) Loan allocations would be higher for the "subsistence" 
farmer groups as they lack cash resources for intensive activities 
like HYV crops, vegetables, livestock and handicrafts. For them all 
crop-loans and handicrafts loans would be equivalent to the entire 
material cost and 80 per cent of the labour cost; all livestock loans 
would be equivalent to the entire capital cost and 50 per cent of the 
cost of concentrates in the first year for dairy and goatery, and 
entire cost of feed and medicines for the chicks in the poultry unit. 
For the "above subsistence" farmer groups, i.e. the 2.1 - 5 acres and 
the 5.1 - 10 acres farmers, all crop loans would be equivalent to 80 
per cent of the material cost and 50 per cent of the labour cost, all 
horticulture loans equivalent to entire material cost and 80 per cent 
of the labour cost for the first year and all livestock loans equi­
valent to 80 per cent of the capital cost and 50 per cent of the cost 
of concentrates for dairy and goatery, and 80 per cent of the cost of 
feed and medicines for the chicks in the poultry unit. Interest 
rates for these activities would be charged at 12 per cent per annum 
except that the "subsistence" farmers would be charged at subsidized 
rates of 9 per cent per annum for the livestock loans only. As for 
the deep tube-well loans, the entire capital cost would be given as
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loans to the beneficiaries proportionate to their share of acreage 
irrigated, and the principal be realised in equal instalments over the 
five years financing phase at interest rate of 12 per cent per annum.
The 5.1 - 10 acres farmer would be given the entire capital cost of a 
shallow tube-well as loan and the recovery arrangement would be 
similar to the deep tubewell loan.
(9) "Subsistence cost" for the farm family groups has been 
calculated by adding the "home consumption" of farm produce on the 
inflow side with "cash purchase" of family necessities on the outflow 
side of the respective average farm budgets without project as per 
Table 2/III. This subsistence cost has been used in the relevant 
financial projections of nine years for the respective farm family 
groups, but only after proper adjustments. The respective subsistence 
costs would somewhat differ in the relevant financial projections from 
those in the corresponding farm budgets without project, as in the latter 
only hired labour is recorded instead of total farm labour including 
family labour. Hence, in the financial projections subsistence costs 
would vary to the extent that the wage equivalent of the respective 
family component of labour as per corresponding farm plans would be 
deducted from the total subsistence cost as per the corresponding 
budgets without project. For instance, from the subsistence cost of 
Tk. 7914 for the 0 . 1 - 2  acres farm family as referred to in their 
budget, 75 per cent of labour cost of Tk. 1649 as per their average 
annual farm plan with power irrigation is deducted, and hence the 
subsistence cost for the nine years financial projection is calculated 
as Tk. 6677 per annum. This method has been adopted to avoid double
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counting of costs as the wage equivalent of the family component of 
labour obviously meant to provide for family subsistence is already 
accounted for under the head "operating cost" in the projection.
(10) The average farm budgets as referred to in Table 2/III 
would also be used to focus on the "farm family net benefit" (FFNB) 
for each farm family without project and to compare it with the 
respective "average total net return" figures derived from both of 
their average annual farm plans with power irrigation and without it.
4.3 Benefits, Costs and Rates of Return to the Farm Families
From the area of sample study for our analysis, four groups 
of farm families, viz., the landless share-croppers, the 0.1 - 2 acres 
farmers, the 2 . 1 - 5  acres farmers and the 5.1 - 10 acres farmers, 
have been considered; and the above 10 acres farmers have been left 
out of the assessment because they are relatively affluent and forming 
only a small minority among the community need not be considered for 
project finance.
As noted earlier, the area is topographically somewhat 
distinct from other major regions of Bangladesh, as it is almost flood- 
free due to its being a part of the elevated "Madhupur Tracts". Hence 
there is the potential for the fanners of the area to raise maximum 
possible farm production during the rainy-season and also go for 
additional crop production during the dry-season provided water could 
be made available to them. These two production possibilities would be 
considered together in one analysis to arrive at feasible solutions of
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farm planning for the four groups of farm families vis-a-vis their 
corresponding potentialities to sustain an appropriate credit package 
programme. It is also intended to ascertain the implications of incre­
mental benefits accruing to the farm families from potential facility 
of power-pump irrigation. With these aims in view, we have constructed 
two alternate farm plans, one with power-pump irrigation and the other 
without it for the four groups of farm families.
The farm plans of the four farming groups include returns 
from their various farming activities, their costs of production and 
also the servicing of their debts to the project. Their gross benefits, 
gross costs and incremental benefits have been calculated over a period 
of nine years, of which the project financing activity would concern 
the first five years only. The gross benefit consists of returns from 
various farm activities, borrowings from the project authority both in 
kind and cash and the salvage values obtained from replacement of farm 
capital stocks. Conversely, their gross cost consists of capital out­
lays, operating and maintenance expenses, repayments on borrowings, 
and subsistence expenditures. The latter consist of home consumption 
of own-farm produce and cash purchases, both of which have been taken 
from the corresponding farm budgets constructed for the four farm 
family groups as per field data; from that, however, the wage-cost of 
the family's contribution to the farm labour has been deducted owing 
to its already being incorporated in the operating cost. In this way 
we have tried to find out two important aspects of farming activities 
in this area of Bangladesh. Firstly, by comparing the present worth 
of the benefit streams and the cost streams at 12 per cent discount
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rate, we have tried to obtain the relevant Benefit-Cost Ratios for the 
farming groups and to look at their implications. Secondly, by finding 
out the incremental benefit streams and their present worths, we have 
tried to arrive at the appropriate Internal Rates of Return and study 
their implications. From the point of view of the institutions 
involved in financing and implementation of such a project, both these 
aspects are considered extremely important in ascertaining the 
financial potential and economic viability of the participant-farm 
groups and the project as a whole.
The Landless Share-Cropper Farm Family
As the emphasis for such bankable project is primarily on 
the small farmers, the case for the landless share-cropper becomes a 
special one. Selective preference is needed to help him to maximize 
his production potential and his overall financial well-being. In the 
projected farm plan for this farm family group, as shown in Tables 
4/IA(i), (ii) and 4/IB(i), (ii), they have been considered for credit 
support in special activities like livestock raising and handicrafts, 
in addition to normal share-crop farming. For them, return from live­
stock would be the highest, followed by share-cropping, handicrafts 
and off-farm work. Their cost of production is also the highest in 
livestock, followed by share-cropping and handicrafts. Their net 
return is highest in livestock (Tk. 3199) is followed by off-farm work 
(Tk. 960), handicrafts (Tk. 575) and share-cropping (Tk. 470). Average 
total net return would be Tk. 5204 which is many times over their "farm 
family net benefit" of Tk. 194 without project. Their average borrowing
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and interest payment on it is the highest in livestock rearing, followed 
by share-cropping and handicrafts. Average annual borrowing by this 
group comes to Tk. 3693 and interest on it Tk. 713, which is over one- 
fifth of the borrowing. In the alternate farm plan without power- 
irrigation, returns, costs and net returns remain the same as in the 
main farm plan, except a reduction in share-cropping to Tk. 415 due to 
compulsion of producing pulses instead of HYV boro paddy. Average 
borrowing and interest payment comes to Tk. 3431 and Tk. 697 respectively.
The average share-cropped holding of this group is assumed 
to be 0.5 acres of "baeid" (low) land only. The cropping intensity 
for them in both the farm plans is projected to be 200 per cent. The 
contribution of family labour to the farm plan is assumed to be 90 per 
cent. The Benefit-Cost Ratio for them works out to be 1.12:1 in the 
main farm plan and 1.11:1 in the alternate farm plan. The Benefit- 
Cost Ratios signify that irrigation would not substantially affect the 
financial potential of these farm families as share-cropping would 
comprise only one-tenth of their net average annual earnings. Their 
incremental benefit in both the farm plans would be lowest in year 1 
as the capital outlays would be the highest in that year. These 
figures are, in fact, negative. Incremental benefits for other years, 
however, would be positive and it would be highest in year 3 with 
project credit, and in year 6 without project credit, in both the 
farm plans. The Internal Rates of Return are more than 50 per cent in 
both the farm plans, pointing out to very high financial viability for 
these farm families. The high rate of return occurs because the farm 
plan is projected for a short span of nine years only and during these
it
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years the magnitude of discount is comparatively low. This is also 
partly because incremental benefits stream is positive all through 
nine years projected except year 1.
The 0 . 1 - 2  Acres Farm Family
In all practicality, this farm family group in our area of 
study can be considered as "marginal farmers" who are able to make 
ends meet only during a normal year. During a lean or abnormal year 
plagued by drought, heavy locust invasion, etc., they could easily be 
pushed below the margin of subsistence, and that is more regular a 
feature than an exceptional one in their lives under the prevailing 
circumstances. Financing their production requirements needs prefer­
ential attention and care. In the Tables 4/IIA(i), (ii) and 4/IIB(i), 
(ii), this group's average annual farm plans with and without power 
irrigation are shown with their corresponding Benefits, Costs and 
Rates of Return. The highest return in their projected farm plan 
with power irrigation would be in livestock, followed by paddy, cash 
crops and vegetables. In the alternate farm plan without power irri­
gation, livestock would continue to yield the highest return but 
would be followed by vegetables, paddy and cash crops. The highest 
cost would be in livestock in both the farm plans, followed by paddy, 
vegetables and cash crops in the farm plan with power irrigation, 
but followed by vegetables, paddy and cash crops in the alternate 
farm plan. The highest net return would be farm livestock (Tk. 3199) 
in both the farm plans followed by cash crops (Tk. 2083), paddy
(Tk. 2051) and vegetables (Tk. 1487) in the main farm plan; in the
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alternate farm plan it would be followed by vegetables (Tk. 2279), 
paddy (Tk. 1047) and cash crops (Tk. 229). Average total net return 
for them would be Tk. 8820 with power irrigation, and Tk. 6754 without it. 
Those amounts are about twice that of their farm family net benefits 
of Tk. 3853 as per their budget without ehr project. This family's 
average borrowings and interest payments is the highest in livestock 
again in both the farm plans, followed by paddy, vegetables and cash 
crops in the main farm plan and by vegetables, paddy and cash crops in 
alternate farm plan. The total average borrowings in the main farm 
plan is Tk. 4931, and interest payments Tk. 785 which is over one-sixth 
of the borrowings. In the alternate plan borrowings are Tk. 4,151 and 
interest payment Tk. 741 which is about one-sixth of the borrowings.
The average land holding of this farm group is assumed to 
be one acre, i.e., 0.5 acre "baeid" (low) land 0.5 acre "chala"
(elevated) land. The cropping intensity is calculated to be 250 per 
cent in the main farm plan and 275 per cent in the alternate farm.
Family labour participation by this group would be 75 per cent of the 
total requirement, the rest would be hired. The Benefit-Cost Ratio for 
this farm family is 1.09:1 with power irrigation and 1.01:1 without 
power irrigation. The above figures point out to the fact that only 
with facilities of power irrigation this group would be economically 
sound, and without it, they would not be viable for a credit programme. 
The family's incremental benefit would be negative and lowest in year 1 
in the main farm plan, and negative also in years 1, 2, 4 and 7 in the 
alternate farm plan. Incremental benefit would be the highest in 
year 3 with project credit and in year 6 without project credit in .
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both the farm plans. The Internal Rate of Return is calculated to be 
more than 50 per cent with power irrigation, and 16 per cent without 
power irrigation. Providing power irrigation facilities, therefore, 
is a binding factor in case of this farm group, although with it they 
can be viable only marginally.
The 2.1 - 5 Acres Farm Family
In a normal situation this farm group remains above the 
subsistence level with moderate marketable surplus, but in any lean or 
abnormal year they are reduced to a bare subsistence production level.
This group's main and alternate farm plans are shown in Tables 4/IIIA(i), 
(ii) and 4/IIIB(i), (ii), with corresponding benefits, costs and rates 
of return. The highest return in their main farm plan with power 
irrigation would be from livestock, followed by vegetables, paddy, 
cash crops and horticulture. The highest cost would be in livestock 
as well, followed again by vegetables, paddy, cash crops and horticulture. 
The net return, however, would be highest in vegetables (Tk. 5565) 
followed by cash crops (Tk. 4785), paddy (Tk. 4270), livestock (Tk. 3199) 
and horticulture (Tk. 1472). In the alternate farm plan without power 
irrigation, the position of livestock and horticulture would remain 
unaffected, but returns and costs for paddy and cash crops tend to fall 
considerably and those from vegetables fall marginally. The highest 
net return is from vegetables (Tk. 5051), followed by livestock 
(Tk. 3199), paddy (Tk. 2753), horticulture (Tk. 1472) and cash crops 
(Tk. 1292). Average total net return would be Tk. 19 291 with power 
irrigation, and Tk. 13 767 without it. Those are about four times and
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throe times, respectively, over their farm family net benefit figure of 
Tk. 4882 as per their budget without the project. Average borrowings 
and interest payment are highest in vegetables followed by paddy, 
livestock, cash crops and horticulture in the main farm plan, while it 
is followed by livestock, paddy, cash crops and horticulture in the 
alternate farm plan. The average annual borrowings and the corresponding 
payable interest are Tk. 6830 and Tk. 1036 respectively in the main 
farm plan, and Tk. 5218 and Tk. 946 respectively in the alternate farm 
plan; interest is over one-seventh and over one-fifth of the corres­
ponding borrowing respectively in the two farm plans.
The average land holding of this group is assumed to be 
3.25 acres, consisting of 1.5 acres of "baeid" land, 1.25 acres of 
"chala" land and 0.5 acres of cultivable waste land. In the main farm 
plan the cropping intensity works out to be 215 per cent and in the 
alternate farm plan 214 per cent. The Benefit-Cost Ratio for this farm 
family is calculated as 1.29:1 in the farm plan with power irrigation, 
while it is 1.15:1 in the alternate farm plan without power irrigation. 
With abundant farm labour and availability of the project credit package 
this could be comfortably attained, although the contribution of the 
farm family to farm labour requirement is assumed to be 50 per cent 
only. This family's incremental benefits stream is positive throughout 
the 9 years as shown in the main farm plan calculations, and in the 
alternate farm plan it is negative only in year 1. The highest incre­
mental benefit with project occurs in year 3 and without project credit 
in year 9. The Internal Rate of Return in both the farm plans works 
out to be more than 50 per cent. That indicates very high financial
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viability of this farm group; in fact, this farm family possesses a 
high potential to generate substantial marketable surplus, provided 
farm credit and power-pump water from shallow or deep tube-wells can 
be made available to them.
The 5.1 - 10 Acres Farm Family
This is the only farm family group which manages to keep 
itself well above the subsistence level, even during lean years. This 
would be a group with a very high potential for generating substantial 
marketable surplus, although that may be less obvious from the figures 
in their farm plans as shown in Tables 4/IVA(i), (ii) and 4/IVB(i),
(ii). This would be because of their propensity to go for various 
conspicuous consumption. From both the farm plans, it is clear that 
vegetables would be their mainstay. It would bring them not only the 
highest return but also the highest cost, followed by paddy, cash crops 
and horticulture. Livestock have not been included in their projected 
farm plans for reasons explained elsewhere. The highest net return 
for them would be Tk. 10 597 or alternatively, Tk. 10 025 from 
vegetables again, followed by paddy worth Tk. 8465 or alternatively 
Tk. 5431, cash crops worth Tk. 6400 or alternatively Tk. 3396 3958. 
Average total net return figures would be Tk. 29 420 and Tk. 22 810 
respectively with and without power irrigation. Those figures are 
about six times and four and a half times the farm family net benefit 
of Tk. 4913 as per their budget without the project. In both the 
main and the alternate farm plans average borrowing would obviously
be highest in vegetables, followed by paddy, cash crops and horticulture.
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Average annual borrowings and the corresponding interest payments 
would be Tk. 9771 and Tk 745 respectively in the main farm plan, and 
Tk. 7612 and Tk. 615 respectively in the alternate farm plan. Interest 
payment would comprise a little over one-thirteenth of the average 
annual borrowing in the main form plan, and over one-twelfth in the 
alternate farm plan.
Average land holding for this farm family is assumed to be 
7 acres, consisting of 3 acres of "baeid" land, 2.5 acres of "chala" 
land and 1.5 acres of fallow land. Cropping intensity in the farm plan 
with power irrigation is calculated to be 193 per cent, and in the 
alternate farm plan without power irrigation 214 per cent. They would 
have to depend on hired labour to a considerable extent as the family 
labour contribution would not be more than 35 per cent. Benefit-Cost 
Ratio for this farm group works out to be 1.10:1 in the main farm 
plan and 1.02:1 in the alternate farm plan. This signifies that 
without power irrigation project financing would not be attractively 
productive for them. Hence provision for a credit package should be 
obligatorily tied with the requirement to hire-purchase one shallow 
tube-well by each family in this farm group. The stream of incremental 
benefits with power irrigation is positive all through except in year 1, 
for obvious reasons. In the alternate farm plan it is negative for 
years 1 and 6, and positive for the rest of the nine years under 
consideration. The highest incremental benefit occurs in year 3 with 
project credit and in year 8 without it in both the farm plans, 
although comparatively it is much higher in the main farm plan. The 
Internal Rate of Return is calculated to be more than 50 per cent in
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the farm plan with power irrigation and 38 per cent in the alternate 
plan without power irrigation. From the rates of return it can be 
deduced that this farm group would earn far more handsome benefits from 
its farm operations with power irrigation, although without it they 
can still be viable financially.
4.4 Benefits, Costs and Net Returns to the Farm Families from 
Power Irrigation
Since we have endeavoured so far to construct two projected 
farm plans, one with and the other without power irrigation in the case 
of each of the four farm family groups under consideration, it would 
be worthwhile now to attempt to identify the comparative advantages 
of power irrigation. That can be conveniently done by comparing the 
incremental benefits from these two alternate average farm plans in 
each case and also constructing a table from the projections of nine 
years both with and without irrigation to show average annual incre­
mental return, and net incremental return due to irrigation. Cost of 
operation of tube-wells has been shown in detail as per calculation 
in Annexure 4F. Following is an attempt to compute the benefits, 
costs and net increments from power irrigation as shown in summarized 
form in Table 4/V.
In the case of the landless share-cropper farm family 
group, their two average annual farm plans are almost the same except 
that in the alternate farm plan the cultivation of HYV boro is to be 
substituted by pulses in the absence of power irrigation. In other
words, the only differential between the two farm plans would be that
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between HYV boro and pulses fanning, and that would be the net incre­
mental benefit from power irrigation to this farm family. The family 
would derive an average annual incremental return of Tk. 279 from 
0.5 acre of irrigated "baeid" land only. Per acre average net incre­
mental return from power irrigation is Tk. 210 for this group.
Although this is not very high yet it is attractive enough to suggest 
that this farm family could be better off marginally with power 
irrigation.
The average annual farm plan for the 0 . 1 - 2  acres farm 
family group incorporates activities such as growing HYV boro, garlic, 
onion, chilli and potato with the help of irrigation mainly by deep 
tube-well. Thus these account for one acre of land in total under power 
irrigation. The differential return between the two average annual farm 
plans is Tk. 2750 and the differential cost Tk. 684. This differential 
is due to power irrigation and it signifies that each Tk. 1 increase in 
cost due to power irrigation would bring about Tk. 4 as return in 
addition. Average incremental return for each farm in this group due 
to power irrigation is calculated as Tk. 2013 per year. Allowing for 
the annual costs of irrigation net incremental return per acre due to 
power irrigation is computed to be Tk. 1664. As this is about five 
times the per acre cost of irrigation, we may conclude that this farm 
family would be significantly better off if the Project could provide 
them with irrigation facilities from deep tube-well or surface water 
pumps.
The 2.1 - 5 acres farm family group's average annual farm 
plan with power irrigation incorporates such crops as HYV boro, garlic,
99
onion, chilli, potato and tomato and those comprise a total of 2.5 
acres of land. Their two alternate average annual farm plans give a 
differential return of Tk. 7905 and a differential cost of Tk. 2381.
This signifies that an increase in cost of one Taka each due to power 
irrigation would yield an extra return of about three Taka. Average 
net incremental return from power irrigation for this farm family is 
calculated as Tk. 5370 from Tk. 5946 to Tk. 2148 and on per acre 
basis it is Tk. 2148. The average annual net incremental return per 
acre due to power irrigation is Tk. 1799 which is over five times the 
shared cost of irrigation by deep tube-well. Hence, this group has a 
better potential than the 0.1 - 2 acres farm family group to reap 
benefits from power irrigation to be provided under the Project.
The average annual farm plan with power irrigation for the 
5.1 - 10 acres farm family group includes irrigated crops like HYV 
boro, garlic, onion, chilli, potato, cauliflower and cabbage. These 
comprise a total of 5 acres of land. The two alternate average annual 
farm plans of this group bring about a differential return of Tk. 10 056 
and a differential cost of Tk. 3446. This points out that an additional 
increase in cost of each one Taka would generate an additional return 
of about three Taka. Average annual incremental return is Tk. 4877 
and on per acre basis it is Tk. 976. This gives an average net incre­
mental return per acre of Tk. 687 which, though not as high as those 
of the preceeding two groups, is high enough to amply justify owner­
ship of a small power irrigation unit like shallow tube-well for each 
of the farm families in this group. They would also be able to earn 
a handsome cash benefit by selling irrigation water surplus to their own 
requirement, to the farmers having land plots in their proximate
neighbourhood.
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CHAPTER 5
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF A BANKABLE PROJECT
5.1 Benefits and Costs to the Project: The Financial Perspective
In the preceeding chapter our endeavour has been to con­
struct suitable farm plans for the four groups of farm families in the 
Project Area to be financed by the Project Authority. We have also 
found out that all these farm plans with power irrigation are financially 
sound and viable, so far as their benefits, costs and rates of return 
are concerned. Now, we need to look into the prospect of financial 
viability of the Project as a whole. Since it is the Project as a whole 
that is to be financed by the Bank rather than the individual farms, it 
may be inferred that sound farm planning would lead to the sound 
financial basis of the whole Project; this is not necessarily the case. 
Often the high overhead costs of a project may cause the overall 
Project to look financially less promising in spite of the fact that 
the recommended farm plans for the potential farmer-participants have 
been realistically prepared on the basis of actual field data to find 
out their financial viability. In our case study, as it is essentially 
a "bankable project", its financial soundness in its entireity is very 
crucial. Hence it would be attempted to identify and compute the bene­
fits, costs and rates of return to the Project as well as its benefit- 
cost ratio. As it would be essentially an aggregative method, we would 
prefer to call the benefits as inflows and the costs as outflows.
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According to our assumption in the third chapter that the 
farmer-participants of this Project would be financed in three phases 
beginning in years 1, 2 and 3 respectively and each lasting for five 
years, therefore, the financing activities of the Project Authority 
would be completed by the end of the seventh year. We would, as such, 
consider the financial projection for the whole Project for those seven 
years only. All expenditures incurred by the Project Authority in­
cluding costs of its various component institutions and departments, 
salaries for the Project staff, expenses of the farmer-participants 
according to their farm plans, etc., would be incorporated in the 
financial projection in order to calculate the gross outflow. On the 
other side of it, all the returns and earnings that would flow into the 
Project from different enterprises envisaged in it would be incorporated 
to derive the gross inflow.
The financial projection of the Project has been drawn in 
Table 5/1. The outflow has been broadly divided into three categories, 
viz, capital expenditure, operating expenses and credit fund. Capital 
expenditure includes six heads, of which the two most important are 
tube-wells and capital production costs on livestock and horticulture. 
This is computed by multiplying the number of tube-wells, livestock 
units and acreage of horticulture to be financed as indicated in 
Table 3/1 with capital costs of them as indicated Annexures 4F and 5A 
respectively, along with other relevant Annexures used in the pre- 
ceeding chapter. For both deep and shallow tube-wells capital expendi­
ture includes fixtures, drilling, construction of shelter and base, 
and pump-set (Annexure 4F). For production capital expenses include
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purchase of livestock animals, their housing and other related expenses 
(Annexures 4A(i), (ii) and (iii)), purchase of horticultural plants 
and their painting cost, etc. (Annexures 4B(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv).
Capital expenditure also includes such important items like expenses 
on installation, purchase and maintenance of the Project offices, input 
storage, carrier and supply vehicles and other accessories. To make 
the livestock programme of the Project a success, establishment of a 
livestock propagation centre is envisaged and its cost has been included. 
Lastly, capital contingency amounts in lumps have been taken into account 
in the beginning year of each financing phase.
Operating expenses of the Project would consist of three 
main heads, viz, production inputs, salaries for the Project staff, and 
operating contingencies. All the production inputs of the main enter­
prises in the farm plans of the four groups with irrigation have been 
taken into consideration. Those inputs include fodder, concentrate 
feed and medicines for livestock, pesticides, fertilisers, manure, 
seeds, irrigation water, miscellaneous materials for fencing, mulching 
and handicarfts, etc., and wage equivalent of both family and hired 
labour engaged in farming. These have been computed by multiplying 
the total acreage to be financed for various enterprises as indicated 
in Table 3/1 with operating costs for those enterprises as per 
Annexures 4A(1), (2) and (3), 4B(1), (2), (3) and (4), 4C, 4D and
4E(1) and (2). Salaries for the Project staff have been determined 
as per Annexure 5D.
The last but very important category of outflow is the 
Credit Fund. This fund comprises of two types of credit, viz, production
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FIGURE 5.1
INFLOW, OUTFLOW, NET AND INCREMENTAL RETURN 
TO THE AZGANA-TARAFPUR PROJECT
Inflow
Outflow
Net Return
\  Incremental 
- ^ J*vNet Return
YEARS
O/r* t r s
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credit and tube-well credit for hire-purchase of tube-wells by the 
various participant farm family groups. Production credit includes 
bank loans of both cash and kind for procuring farm inputs like 
fertilisers and pesticides, seeds, concentrates and medicines for 
livestock, irrigation water, and paying wages for farm labour. A part 
of the credit package would include wages for family labour, and this 
is so because any farm in question should be regarded as a production 
and earning entity and hence wages for farm family labour should be 
accounted for as well. All these have been computed by multiplying the 
units of production to be financed as per Table 3/1 with annual debt 
service schedules as per Annexures 5C(1) and 5C(2). Credit for hire- 
purchase of tube-wells is to be given in the beginning of the first, 
second and third financing phases and that would provide only the capital 
cost of those tube-wells. The computation of these inflows has been 
done by multiplying the total units under production as per Table 3/1 
with per unit return as per Annexures 5B and 5C(1) and (2).
We may now consider the inflow side of this projection.
It has also been categorised into three parts, viz, production value, 
salvage value, and credit recovery. Production value includes returns 
from all the six enterprises included in the farm plans with irrigation 
for the four farm groups, i.e. handicarfts, livestock, horticulture, 
paddy, cash crops and vegetables. Salvage value includes that of the 
Project buildings and installations as well as of transport vehicles 
at the end of year 7. Besides, salvage also includes value obtained 
from the sale of old breeding livestock after those have been replaced
by fresh stocks. Finally, credit recovery activity of the financing
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bank has been sub-divided into production and shallow tube-well credit, 
both of which again have been split into principal amount recovery 
and interest recovery. Recovery of the principal amount of tube-well 
credit has been equally spread out over the five years of each 
financing phase as the rate of interest calculated at 12 per cent per 
annum as usual.
The above analysis gives the structure of the financial 
projection of the proposed Azgana-Tarafpur Project as a whole. It 
provides a basis from which to examine the actual financial implica­
tions of this projection. The highest capital expenditure would be 
during year 1 and for the next two years they would diminish somewhat 
but still be high. For years 4, 5 and 6, the capital expenditure would 
be low and in year 7 it is nil. The highest figuresof this expenditure 
are under the heads of tube-wells and production and they account for 
over 90 per cent of the entire capital costs in year 1. In operating 
expenses, the cost is lowest during year 1, being the initial year of 
the first financing phase; it increases in year 2 and reaches the range 
between Tk. 86 500 000 and Tk. 87 197 000 for the rest of the financing 
period. On individual heads, the highest operating expenses would be 
incurred on account of livestock fodder, closely followed by wages for 
farm labour, and concentrates for livestock. Together these three 
heads account for about 78 per cent of the entire operating costs for 
any year. Other important heads of operating expenses are fertilisers, 
irrigation water, miscellaneous materials, and seeds. Lastly, 
under the outflow category of credit fund the highest off-take of 
credit would be during year 2, closely followed by years 3 and 1,
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obviously because these three years are the initial years for the 
three financing phases. For the next four years credit off-take 
would slow down gradually and at year 7, it would be the lowest.
Thus, considering the gross outflow, we observe that it 
reaches the highest point during year 3, closely followed by year 2. 
This would be because most of the input demands including credit for 
farm production would be highest in these years. Large capital 
expenditure would also be incurred during that time. Gross outflow 
would be low during year 1, and would diminish gradually from year 4 
onwards; it would be the lowest during year 7.
The production inflow would reach the highest point in 
year 6, but it would be closely followed by years 5, 3, 4 and 7 in 
that order. Production return for year 1 would be the lowest, for 
the obvious reason that most of the production units in livestock and 
horticulture would not reach the effective stage of production in that 
year. On individual heads of production, livestock and paddy would 
yield the major portion of it, although vegetables and cash crops 
would be important contributors. Livestock and paddy together would 
contribute between 63 and 65 per cent of the entire production returns 
for all the seven financing years; their contribution to the gross 
outflow would be above 50 per cent for those seven years. Credit 
recovery would be the highest in year 3, the first year of the last 
financing phase, and it would be closely followed by years 4 and 5; 
obviously it would be lowest in year 1, as mainly the subsistence farm 
family groups would be financed and there would be no shallow tube- 
well credit in that year. Maximum interest would be received in
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year 3, closely followed by that in years 2 and 4. For obvious 
reasons, interest payment vsould be lowest in year 1.
Considering the gross inflow, therefore, it can be noted 
that the highest jx^ int would be reached in year 5, very closely 
followed by years 3, 4 and 6. This would be because most of the 
production units including livestock and horticulture would reach the 
maximum possible production levels during those years, and most of the 
credit realisation would be during those years as well. In year 1, 
for obvious reasons, gross inflow would be the lowest.
Having derived the gross outflow or costs and gross inflows 
or benefits for the seven years of project financing, the benefit-cost 
ratio and the net return can now be calculated. The benefit-cost ratio 
at a real 12 per cent discount rate is 1.58:1, thus indicating a very 
high productivity and return from the project as a whole. The net 
return is negative for year 1 and hence the lowest. For the rest of 
the financing period net return is positive as it gradually rises from 
year 2 through year 6. It reaches the highest point in year 6, very 
closely followed by years 5 and 4, in that order. But to find out the 
incremental net return due to the Project, it is necessary to deduct 
the annual net benefits without the Project from these corresponding 
net return figures. The figures of net benefits without project have 
been calculated aggregatively by multiplying the number of the farmer- 
participants in each farm family group with their corresponding farm 
family net benefits as have been derived in their relevant farm budgets 
from the field study. Subtracting these figures from the corresponding 
net return figures we get the figures for incremental net return due
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to the Project. For year 1 it is negative, but from year 2 onwards 
is positive and continues to increase considerably each year until it 
reaches the highest point in year 6. In year 7, however, it drops 
significantly, mainly because it is the fag end of the financing 
period and hence the volume of activity much reduced. By finding 
out the present worth of these incremental net returns at 50 per cent 
discount rate, it can be seen that the aggregate of those seven 
figures remain still positive. Hence, we reach the conclusion that 
the financial rate of return to the Project would be more than 50 per 
cent. This, though very high, is not unexpected at all in a bankable 
project of seven years financing period only. Clearly the Azgana- 
Tarafpur Project would be a highly profitable venture for all the 
participants - the farmers, the concerned institutions, and the bank.
5.2 Rate of Return to the Financing Bank
Having derived the rate of return to the Project as a whole, 
it remains to find out the burden to the bank if it shouldered most of 
the financial responsibilities of the Project. The financial pro­
jection for the bank has been drawn in Table 5/II. On the outflow side 
of the financing by the bank, the main head of expenditure would be 
providing credit for various farm production enterprises as well as 
hire-purchase of tube-wells. In the tube-well credit, deep tube-wells 
are also included, although the present practice of the government is to 
provide the capital cost as a grant to the beneficiaries. This has been 
done to find out whether the bank can still be viable with this cost 
incurred. Other heads of outflow would be office and storage installa­
tions, transport vehicles, salaries for the staff, and contingencies.
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The total outflow for the bank would reach the highest point in year 2 
closely followed by that for years 1 and 3 in that order. From year 
2 onwards, the outflow would continue to diminish till it reaches the 
lowest point in year 7, the closing year of the financing period.
On the inflow side, the principal head would be credit 
recovery. Recovery of the principal amount of the loan would reach 
its peak in year 5, very closely followed by that in years 4 and 3 in 
that order. That would be mainly for the reason that in year 5 the 
first financing phase would be completed effecting heavy realisation 
from the majority of participants in the livestock programme of the 
Project. The lowest recovery of loan would obviously be in year 1, 
followed by year 7. Recovery of interest would be the highest in 
year 3, followed by years 2 and 4; and the lowest recovery would be 
in year 1, followed by year 7. Total inflow for the bank would reach 
the peak in year 3, very closely followed by those in years 4 and 5.
The lowest total inflow would again be in years 1 and 7.
In this financial projection for the bank, net return 
is negative for years 1 and 2, the former being the lowest. For the 
rest of the financing period net return is positive, and it reaches 
the highest point in year 5, very closely followed by year 4. The 
benefit-cost ratio (i.e. inflow-outflow ratio) at 12 per cent discount 
rate is worked out to be 1.04:1 which, though not high, is nevertheless 
encouraging. The financial internal rate of return to the financing 
bank is calculated to be 18 per cent. This rate is attractive enough 
to suggest that financing of the Azgana-Tarafpur Project by the bank
would be viable.
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5.3 Sensitiv ity Analysis of the Project and the Financing liank
Once the net return and the rate of return to the Project 
as a whole and to the financing bank are calculated, it would be useful 
to look at how the rate of return varies under assumptions of varying 
costs and benefits, i.e. outflows and inflows. This is necessary to 
determine the extent of financial sensitivity of the Project and the 
bank when facing the probable upward revision of the outflow streams 
and downward revision of the inflow streams owing to phenomena like 
inflation, unfavourable climatic conditions, shortages of critical 
inputs, etc. In Tables 5/III and 5/IV, attempts have been made to do 
such sensitivity analyses of the financial projection for the Project 
and the financing bank respectively.
The underlying assumptions of the sensitivity analysis of 
the Project, as calculated in Table 5/III, are that all the outflow 
streams over the seven years financing period increase by 10 per cent 
over the original estimates, and all the inflow streams decrease 10 
per cent under the original estimates as envisaged earlier in Table 5/1. 
In the outflow streams, however, two items have been assumed not to 
vary from the original, viz, manure and wages for farm labour. This 
is for practical reasons. The prices of manures in the project area 
in future are not likely to increase as there would be abundant supply 
with the introduction of large livestock populations as envisaged under 
the project plan. The same would be true in the case of wages for farm 
labour as because with further increases in the rural population in 
future, the wage rate is likely to be stagnant if not depressed a little. 
All other items of outflow are assumed to escalate by 10 per cent.
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FIGURE 5.2
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Capital expenditures on tube-wells, livestock and horticulture 
production, project installations, vehicles, could be subject to rise 
in future due to inflation as being a world wide phenomenon. Operating 
expenses on fodder, concentrates and medicines for livestock may become 
more expensive due to future shortages in supply in a country like 
Bangladesh where fodder production often competes adversely with food 
production for human consumption. The prices of government supplied 
inputs like pesticides, chemical fertilisers, and HYV seeds may rise, 
as the government is planning to do away with the subsidies on these 
goods progressively in future. The annual cost of irrigation water from 
tube-wells and low-lift pumps also may go up due to aggravating problems 
of petroleum fuel and spares shortage. Along with these cost escalations, 
the allocation of credit for production and tube-wells may well have to 
be increased. Hence, an overall rise of 10 per cent in all the outflows 
except manure and wages has been assumed.
Items of production inflows may also register a decrease in 
future although most of the figures on return per acre or per animal 
as used in the estimates are based on reliable field data. Climatic 
uncertainties and other vagaries of nature, however, may cause to depress 
the yield. Future shortage of inputs like fertilisers, pesticides and 
irrigation water may also bring a shortfall in the production. Hence a 
10 per cent shortfall in the streams of production inflows has been 
assumed. More probable is the situation of non-recovery of a part of 
the loan disbursed and the interest to be realised. This had been in 
fact an unfortunate reality in most of the past agricultural loan 
operations in Bangladesh. Hence it is assumed that 10 per cent of the 
revised principal amount of production credit and tube-well credit as
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well as 10 per cent of the revised amount of interest due are 
irrecoverable.
With these assumptions of increasing costs and concurrently 
decreasing benefits we derive a net return stream negative for years 1 
and 2, but positive for the rest of the financing period. Deducting 
the corresponding stream of net benefit without project we get the 
stream of incremental net return, again negative for years 1 and 2 but 
positive for the rest. By calculating the present worth of this stream 
at 40 per cent and 45 per cent discount rate, we finally arrive at the 
internal rate of return for the Project, i.e., 44 per cent. This rate 
is still quite high, which suggests that the Project would be able to 
withstand an escalation of costs of 10 per cent and a shortfall of 
benefits of 10 per cent and still produce an attractive rate of return 
for all its beneficiaries.
Working on the same assumptions the rate of return to the 
financing bank has been computed and is shown in Table 5/IV. Here 
again the relevant heads of outflows and inflows for the bank, as derived 
from the original financial projection for the Project, have been shown 
and calculated for. The internal rate of return for the bank here, 
however, is alarmingly low, only 4 per cent. This suggests that the 
financial projection for the bank is extremely sensitive to reduction 
in the credit recovery which is the only major inflow to the bank.
Hence, to cope with the probable default of loan by the beneficiaries, 
recovery programme of the project is to be firmly geared up with a 
"supervised credit package" backed by adequate input supply and probable 
shortfall of credit, would require to be covered by adequate government
guarantee.
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5.4 Economic and Social Benefits and Costs to the Economy
From the viewpoint of a financing bank, what is of crucial 
importance is the financial analysis to determine the financial 
viability of a project in question. An economic analysis from the 
viewpoint of the economy or society as a whole does not concern a 
financing bank directly. But the actions taken by a financing bank 
to prepare as well as implement a bankable project may, and very often 
do, affect the economy and the society. A general review of economic 
and social benefits and costs of a project like the Azgana-Tarafpur 
Project, therefore, would be quite relevant here.
Internal market prices of the farm products are normally 
used for determining the benefits to the farm families from increase in 
production. A method, which is still preferred, is to use the farm-gate 
prices which have been used in the present analysis. But in economic 
analysis the world market prices of the products incorporated in the 
farm plans of a project are used, simply because those prices are 
generally more perfect than the internal ones. Rice, for instance, 
which constitutes the major farm production activity in any agricultural 
project in Bangladesh including this one, has a world market price 
lower than the farm-gate price used in our financial analysis. Our 
farm-gate price of "IRRI" variety of paddy per maund is Tk. 75.
Assuming a milling yield of 63 per cent less its processing charge of 
9 per cent, this suggests a price of clean rice of Tk. 139 per maund.
The 1974 world market price of clean rice c.i.f. Chittagong was
US$ 215 per metric ton; with transport and marketing costs added that
would have been about US$ 247 per metric ton in Azgana-Tarafpur. At a
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shadow exchange rate of Tk. 14 per dollar this works out as Tk. 127
per maund. If an economic analysis of the Project is undertaken the
farm-gate price for "IRRI" paddy, which is normally about 90 per cent
of the prevalent market price of imported paddy equivalent, would be 
18about Tk. 62. Similar methods of price determination should be 
applicable in the case of all other farm products in the Project, for 
which international prices exist.
In the early part of this chapter, it was pointed out that 
inputs like fertilisers and irrigation water are heavily subsidized.
In the financial analysis they have been valued as per their supply 
prices. Fertilisers are not freely traded goods in Bangladesh; they 
are sold to the farmers through agents appointed and controlled by the 
BADC. Among the three types of commonly used fertilisers, viz, urea, 
triple superphosphate, and muriate of potash, only urea is locally 
produced from natural gas; the other two are imported. In economic 
analysis the price of urea is to be determined on the basis of its fore­
casted world market price. The price of urea including subsidy plus 
25 per cent marketing and distribution charge would be about Tk. 104 
per maund assuming a world price of US$ 0.28 per kg c.i.f., Chittagong 
at an official exchange rate of Tk. 8 per dollar. In the case of 
imported phosphate and potash fertilisers the prices would be about 
Tk. 140 and Tk. 57 per maund respectively, assuming their world prices 
c.i.f., Chittagong as US$ 0.27 and 9.11 per kg respectively at a shadow 
exchange rate of Tk. 14 per dollar.
18 For similar price projection of rice and jute for economic analysis, 
see the Bangladesh Appraisal of the Barisal Irrigation Project;
IBRD Document, 1975, p. 20.
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In areas under big water control projects in Bangladesh, 
the irrigation water is practically free for the users. The capital 
cost of deep tube-wells and surface water pumps given to farmers' 
co-operative groups is borne by the government and only their repair 
and maintenance expenses are charged to them. A large part of these 
pumps and accessories are imported and therefore their capital cost 
needs to be priced at their true foreign exchange opportunity costs 
in an economic analysis.
Valuation of agricultural labour in economic analysis is 
rather difficult, although in the financial analysis we have used the 
average wage rate. It would be more so in the context of Bangladesh 
because of wide erratic range of variation in the seasonal wage rates. 
Another difficulty is the system of payment of a part in kind in many 
regions of the country, on which data is little better than guess-work. 
Besides, the family labour is seldom fully utilised in a subsistence 
farm due to uneven dispersion of the work-load to the male, female 
and child labour within the farm family. This leads to very low 
marginal value product of the family labour. The opportunity cost of 
the family labour is also very low. These factors are required to be 
taken into consideration for a satisfactory economic analysis. The 
Planning Commission of Bangladesh has recommended a 50 per cent shadow 
wage of the average peak season rate of farm labour, and this practice 
is widely followed.
There would be some other socio-economic benefits of the 
Azgana-Tarafpur Project. Besides contributing to the better economic 
well-being of the farmer-participants, this Project in full production
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would help to generate substantial marketable surplus of handicarfts, 
livestock products, rice, fruits and vegetables. The prime advantage 
of this bountiful supply would be enjoyed by the people of the metro­
politan city of Dacca, as that would be the readily absorbing market 
for these farm products. Cheaper and easier availability of these 
commodities would thus help to stabilize the price level at Dacca 
markets and keep the common residents of this largest city of the country 
and its surrounding industrial areas financially and socially contended. 
This point needs to be emphasized because, as we know, social discontent 
has its major root in economic instability, and Dacca remains the main 
focal point of urban discontent in Bangladesh.
The increased incomes of the participating farm families 
are likely to be translated into improvements in education, health, 
housing. These in turn might result in a lowering of the high birth­
rates in the area as families notice the hoped-for reductions in the 
infant mortality. Successful multiplication of these types of bankable 
projects would thus help to keep the population growth rate down. In 
fact, awareness about these aspects of life has been marked among the 
farmers in the area of the Azgana-Tarafpur Project during our field 
study. They only need financial capability to turn this awareness into 
concrete action. Bankable projects of this kind by effecting this 
financial capability among the small farmers would help immeasurably
in that direction.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary of the Study
This study addresses itself to what can be conveniently 
termed as "the bankable area development project" approach. This 
approach is comparatively recent and different in the field of agri­
cultural development, so far as Bangladesh is concerned. The strategy 
of the approach mainly concerns an agricultural development bank to 
initiate economic development in carefully selected areas by helping 
small farmers to increase their farm output and income through increased 
availability of credit, inputs, extension, etc., and their rational 
utilisation through sound farm plans. The study has relied on "the 
Benefit-Cost Method" as its tool of analysis focusing on the case- 
study of the Area Development Project: Azgana-Tarafpur.
In such a project, the small farmer has been defined as one 
who is either at the subsistence level or nominally above it during a 
normal crop year, as determined through his farm family budget con­
structed from intensive farm level sample survey. All the farm budgets 
of the various groups of small farmers have been used in this study to 
determine their current level of financial net benefits and economic 
viability. Further, these budgets have been compared with their corres­
ponding average farm plans in measuring the net increase in their future 
benefits as well as their financial viability.
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For this study, the small farmers in the bankable project 
area have been grouped into four groups according to their size of 
holdings and farm resources, viz., the landless share-cropper, the 
0 . 1 - 2  acres farmer, the 2.1 - 5 acres farmer, and the 5.1 - 10 acres 
farmer. For all practical purposes, the share-croppers and the 0.1 - 
2 acres farm families together have been categorised as the "subsistence" 
small farmers. These farmers constitute over 50 per cent of the total 
farming population and hence form the base of the rural sector. Being 
either landless or having insufficient land and farm resources, they 
belong to the class of rural poor. Their farm activities are aimed 
entirely for the production of family subsistence requirements at 
minimal costs. Their farm budgets have revealed that the so-called 
"commercial" cash sales contribute between 22 and 35 per cent of their 
total inflows, only to be off-set overwhelmingly by their cash purchases 
involving between 74 and 77 per cent of their total inflows. Even 
after considering their off-farm and non-farm incomes as cash earnings, 
their net cash flow is found to be negative. This suggests that they 
are obliged to depend heavily on grants and borrowings from relatives 
and money lenders to meet their subsistence purchases. FFNB figures 
for them, though positive, are only nominal in a normal year with no 
practical significance for its contribution to resource generation.
In the prevailing situation very few of them have any potential for 
economic viability.
The 2.1 - 5 acres and the 5.1 - 10 acres farm families 
together have been categorised as the "above subsistence" small farmers. 
While some of them possess land sufficient to meet their subsistence
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requirements, others own a little surplus land over their needs. They 
constitute about 45 per cent of the total farming population in the 
project area, but contribute the major share of marketable surplus of 
farm output. Their current farm activities show a clear tendency 
towards market orientation as is evident from the farm level sample 
survey. Their cash sales range between 23 and 27 per cent of the total 
inflows. But, like the "subsistence" farmers, their net cash income 
is negative and hence they also depend considerably on borrowings in­
cluding institutional credit. FFNB figures for them are positive and 
bear minor significance for generating additional farm resources. Most 
of them have shown moderate commercial inclinations in the pursuit of 
their farming operations. Although they lack resources and motivation 
to demonstrate their economic viability at present, most of them have 
potential viability in increasing farm output and income significantly.
In the farm level analysis of the small farmers in the 
Project, two alternate farm plans - one "with" and the other "without" 
power irrigation - have been projected for each of the four farm family 
groups, after giving due consideration to various constraints such as 
limitation of existing farm resources, tendency of risk aversion, sub­
sistence requirements, capacity level of family and hired labour, 
rationalization of prevalent prices of inputs and outputs, etc. These 
farm plans include returns from various farm enterprises, costs of 
production, and cost of debt services. Gross benefits, gross costs 
and the corresponding incremental benefits to the farm families have 
been computed over a period of nine years, of which project financing 
would cover the initial five years only. Gross benefits include
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returns from various farm enterprises, borrowings both cash and kind, 
and salvage values of enterprise capital. Gross costs include capital 
outlays, operating expenses, repayment expenditures, and subsistence 
expenditures. Gross benefits and gross costs streams for nine years 
have been discounted at 12 per cent rate to find the relevant BCR for 
the average farmer in each farm family group. Moreover, by computing 
present worth of the stream of incremental benefits for nine years 
with appropriate rate of discount, corresponding IRR for the average 
farmers in each farming group has been found. Relevant implications 
and significance of both the BCR and the IRR have been carefully con­
sidered to determine the financial viability of each farm plan for the 
corresponding average farm family.
Assuming an average share-cropped land of 0.5 acres, a 90 
per cent contribution of labour requirement by the farm family, and a 
cropping intensity of 200 per cent, the average annual farm plans with 
and without power irrigation for the landless share-cropper family show 
BCRs of 1.12:1 and 1.11:1 respectively. On the other hand, IRRs in 
both the farm plans have been worked as more than 50 per cent. The above 
determinants suggest a high finaicial viability for this farm family 
with both the farm plans.
In the average annual farm plans with and without power 
irrigation for the 0 . 1 - 2  acres farm family, the assumptions are: 
one acre of landholding, 75 per cent family component of the total 
labour requirement, and cropping intensities of 250 per cent and 275 
per cent respectively. BCRs for the two alternate farm plans have been 
calculated as 1.09:1 and 1.01:1 respectively, while IRRs have been
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found to be more than 50 per cent and 16 per cent respectively. The 
above figures clearly point to the fact that this farm family would be 
financially viable only with facilities of power irrigation.
Assumptions in the average annual farm plans with and 
without power irrigation for the 2 . 1 - 5  acres farm family are: 
average ownership of 3.25 acres of land, a 50 per cent family component 
of the total requirement of labour, and cropping intensities of 215 
and 214 per cent respectively. BCRs have been calculated as 1.29:1 
and 1.15:1 respectively, while IRRS have been found as more than 50 
per cent for both the farm plans. A very high financial viability for 
this farm family is indicated by these figures, along with considerable 
potential for generating marketable surplus.
Average annual farm plans with and without power irrigation 
for the 5.1 - 10 acres farm family have been constructed under 
assumptions of an average land ownership of 7 acres, a 35 per cent 
family component of the total labour requirement, and cropping inten­
sities of 193 per cent and 214 per cent respectively. BCRs have been 
worked out as 1.10:1 and 1.02:1 respectively, while IRRs have been 
found to be more than 50 per cent and 38 per cent respectively in their 
alternate farm plans. These indicators suggest that this farm family 
would be financially viable under both the farm plans, but with power 
irrigation the viability would be much higher and the potential for 
generating marketable surplus considerable.
By comparing the incremental benefits from the two average 
annual farm plans with and without power irrigation for the average
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farm family in each group, the average annual net incremental returns 
per acre to them due to power irrigation have been found. For the 
share-croppers farm family that return is a paltry Tk. 210 and only 
marginal as irrigated share-cropping forms only about one-tenth of 
the total earnings from various activities in their farm plans. The 
0.1 - 2 acres farm family earns a net incremental return per acre due 
to power irrigation of Tk. 1664, which is about five times the per acre 
cost of irrigation and hence contributing considerable benefit. In 
the case of the 2 . 1 - 5  acres farm family, net incremental return per 
acre due to power irrigation is Tk. 1799, and that being five times 
over the cost of irrigation per acre indicates how much better off 
the family would be with power irrigation. Finally, net incremental 
return per acre due to power irrigation to the 5.1 - 10 acres farm 
family is Tk. 687 which, though not as high as those to the other two 
farm family groups, is attractive enough to bring significant benefit 
to the family.
It is suggested here that the entire financing programme of 
the Azgana-Tarafpur Project should be taken up in three phases together 
covering a time period of seven years. Its financial projection has 
been broadly demarcated into two aspects, viz., outflows (costs) and 
inflows (benefits). The outflows consist of three categories, viz., 
capital expenditures, operating expenses, and credit funds. Capital 
expenditures include tube-wells, livestock and horticulture, offices 
and storage installations, vehicles and transport, livestock propagation 
centre, and capital contingencies. Operating expenses include cost of
production inputs on livestock, horticulture, seasonal crops, handicrafts,
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etc., salaries for the project staff, and operating contingencies.
Credit funds include allocations for production credit and tube-well 
credit. The inflow side of the projections has been divided into three 
categories, viz., production value, salvage value, and credit recovery. 
Production value includes returns from farm enterprises such as handi­
crafts, livestock, horticulture, paddy, cash crops, and vegetables. 
Salvage value is obtained from the disposal of old breeding and laying 
livestock animals, and from installations and vehicles. Credit recovery 
includes that of the principal amount lent as well as interest due on 
tube-well and farm credit.
The gross outflow to the Project would be a maximum in year 
three and come close to it in year two, because the use of capital 
inputs and credit would be maximum during those years. Gradually de­
clining from year four onwards, it would reach the lowest point in year 
seven. The gross inflow, on the other hand, would be maximum in year 
five and be very close to it in years three, four and six, because most 
of the units under various farm enterprises and credit recovery would 
bring maximum possible returns. It would be lowest in year one. Incre­
mental net return to the Project would be maximum in year six, and nega­
tive in year one, hence the minimum. The BCR at 12 per cent rate of 
discount is 1.58:1, while the IRR is more than 50 per cent to the 
Project. From the above indicators it is evident that the Project 
would give high productivity and return to its beneficiaries and also 
be very viable financially.
The outflows of the financing bank include credit alloca­
tions for various farm enterprises and tube-wells, office and storage
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installations, vehicles and transport, salaries for staff, and capital 
contingencies. The bank's inflows consist of credit recovery, and 
salvage value of installations and vehicles. Net return to the bank 
would be maximum in years five and four, while it would be negative 
and hence minimum in years one and two. The BCR at 12 per cent rate of 
discount is 1.04:1, while the IRR is 18 per cent. These figures, though 
not very high, indicate that financing of the Project by the bank would 
be financially viable and certainly worthwhile.
In determining the sensitivity of the Project in general 
and the financing bank in particular regarding the future reality of 
probable changes in the value of physical outflows and inflows, some 
interesting results have been obtained. It has been assumed that the 
streams of outflows increase by 10 per cent and the streams of inflows 
decrease concurrently by 10 per cent, over their original estimates, 
except those of manure and wages for farm labour. Under these 
assumptions, the incremental net return to the Project is negative 
and hence minimum in years one and two but positive for the rest of 
the financing period. The IRR of 44 per cent is high enough to 
suggest that even with a 10 per cent escalation in costs and a 10 per 
cent reduction in benefits the Project would be very much worthwile 
for all its beneficiaries and participants. The situation for the bank 
in this regard, however, is very different. The IRR to the bank is an 
alarmingly low figure of 4 per cent only. This clearly suggests that 
its financial position would be very sensitive to the escalation of 
costs and reduction of benefits and, therefore, credit security to 
the full is to be ensured by all possible and practicable means.
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6.2 Policy Implications
Although the nature of this study does not necessitate any 
formal policy prescriptions, however, it would not be out of place to 
indicate some points for future adjustments and modifications that 
might be required in the framework of rural development policies in the 
country. On the policy implications of this study the following points 
may be noted.
(1) From the brief overview of various approaches to 
agricultural development given in the introductory chapter, it is evident 
that the Government of Bangladesh has adopted the IRDP approach as the 
ultimate national policy for agricultural development. In spite of its 
emphasis on "thrift deposit, self-help and mutual help", the IRDP can 
hardly ignore its current need of financial assistance from other insti­
tutional credit agencies to implement its various special development 
programmes. The prospect of close association of the IRDP and the BADC 
with the BKB in the implementation process of a few pilot scale bankable 
projects in future would be instrumental in evolving a much needed 
"modus operandi" between these three nation-building institutions 
dealing in different complementary aspects of agricultural development. 
These pilot scale bankable projects may then be expanded each to cover 
an entire thana and to be integrated as the complementary components
of IRDP's overall rural development programme framework.
(2) Bankable projects for small farmers aim to increase 
outputs and incomes of both the "subsistence" and the "above subsistence" 
farmers by providing incentives through supervised utilisation of
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suitable packages of credit, inputs and extension with improved 
technology. Even with successful implementation of these projects, the 
subsistence farmers would attain normally a better subsistence level 
only, while the above-subsistence farmers would become commercially 
oriented with considerable marketable surplus. Hence the corres­
ponding farm plans with various enterprise programmes for these two 
categories of farmers should invariably be geared to their specific 
needs as per the above objectives. These enterprise programmes also 
warrant careful prior attention to food and other requirements of 
the farm family, and its habitual tendency for security and risk 
aversion. In fact, these realities very often emphasize the compul­
sion to play down the optimisation criteria in increasing farm output 
and income through appropriate farm planning for the various groups of 
farm families. A bankable project failing to take cognizance of 
these crucial factors would run the heavy risk of failing to draw 
farmers' response and participation.
(3) The subsistence farmers including the share-croppers 
in Bangladesh are not able to produce enough for their family require­
ments for food. Also, the share-croppers have no economic incentives 
to increase output by adopting the HYV technology as a result of the 
landowner's refusal to shoulder the burden of additional costs asso­
ciated with such technological improvements. Further, as is observed 
in this study, subsistence farmers are often obliged to sell a part of 
their already inadequate stock of food crops to meet urgent cash expenses 
Thus their consumption situation is aggravated further, as a result of 
which they have hardly anywhere to turn except to the village money 
lenders for temporary consumption loans. These facts underline the
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necessity for a consumption loan component to be incorporated within 
the overall loan programme of the bankable projects. Without such a 
provision, it would not be possible to transform the subsistence small 
farmers into self-sustaining producers in the long run.
(4) The question of subsidy is also of considerable 
importance in small farmers' projects. Although the favourite argument 
for subsidy on critical farm inputs is to provide incentives for mass 
adoption of technology, the small farmer's effort to benefit in this 
regard is frustrated by the monopolisation of such facilities by the 
large and the medium farmers. To guard against such undesirable pre­
emption of subsidised inputs, a system of "credit purchase with pre­
ferential quota allotments" for the subsistence farmers may be intro­
duced in a bankable project. The farmers may be allowed to obtain on 
credit necessary inputs from their co-operatives or from the locally 
appointed dealers on production of relevant "credit purchase cards" 
earlier issued to them on the basis of their farm plan assessments by 
the Project Authority. The co-operatives and the input dealers should 
also be obliged to sell from the total supply of inputs a minimum quota 
on preferential basis to the subsistence small farmers only. Besides, 
an interest rate subsidy would be required for them on specialised 
enterprises such as livestock, fishery, pump irrigation, handicrafts, 
etc. Instalment repayments of their borrowings would also need 
rationalization.
(5) The analysis of the average farm plans with power 
irrigation has shown that the IRR to each of the four groups of farm 
families is more than 50 per cent, and that the BCR ranges from 1.09:1
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to 1.29:1. Net incremental return per acre due to power irrigation 
for these farm family groups, except the share-cropper, ranges from 
Tk. 687 to Tk. 1799 and about 2 to 5 times over the cost of irrigation. 
These indicators suggest that the farmer-beneficiaries of the Project 
would be able to demonstrate high financial viability if only irri­
gation water, along with other critical inputs, are made available to 
them. In fact, the success of any small farmers' project in Bangladesh 
will depend largely on the prospect of raising additional HYV crops 
with irrigation during the dry season. The gain in net benefit to 
the farmers from rearrangement of cropping pattern with improved practices 
during the monsoon would perhaps only be marginal. An efficient programme 
of irrigation during the dry season, therefore, must be incorporated 
within the framework of a bankable project for small farmers. It would 
be desirable for the small farmers group together in IRDP co-operatives 
to avail themselves of irrigation facilities from deep tube-wells and 
also other material inputs. The 5.1 - 10 acres medium fanners, however, 
would do well to own a shallow tube-well each through direct hire- 
purchase credit arrangements from the financing bank. Thus, the chance 
of their undue dominance on the co-operatives may be eliminated.
(6) From the analysis of the financing bank and the test 
of its sensitivity to simultaneous escalation of costs and reduction 
in benefits, it is apparent that the bank would be financially very 
much vulnerable to such possibilities. It can, therefore, ill-afford 
to be lax in the recovery of its funds invested in the bankable project.
A rigourously supervised credit programme will be necessary as a safe­
guard against future possibilities of loan delinquency. For effective
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credit dissemination and recovery, the closest possible co-operation 
among the concerned agencies and institutions would be necessary.
Much in this respect will depend on the extent of success of the BKB in 
working hand-in-glove with IRDP. The desirable approach to this end 
will be to utilise the IRDP co-operatives in the project area as 
channels for inputs and extension as well as credit distribution and 
recovery tied to marketing of farm products. This would minimise the 
possibility of project loan delinquency. As a further safe-guard, 
the financing bank would need government financial guarantee to the 
extent of future shortfall in credit recovery.
(7) Finally, the relative accuracy and effectiveness of 
financial appraisal of bankable projects for small farmers should be 
carefully ascertained in over-populated agrarian economies like 
Bangladesh. As we know, agricultural production in the country is 
mainly undertaken by vast numbers of small peasant-farmers who are 
beset with various risks and uncertainties of weather, pests and 
diseases, input supply, and markets. The resultant consequences are 
fluctuations in yield, supply and prices, which cause the making of 
accurate and effective predictions about reliable functional relation­
ships between agricultural inputs and outputs a very difficult task 
indeed. In fact, the variance of expected outcomes and farmer 
behaviour, together with poor data, are the major causes of inaccurate 
predictions about small farmers' projects.
One way of narrowing the gap of inaccuracy is to project 
the implications of sensitivity analysis with the constraints mentioned 
above. In the bankable project under this study, we have seen that with
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a 10 per cent overrun of costs and 10 per cent decline in benefits,
the IRR still remains a viable 44 per cent. Hence, even accepting the
possibility of moderate fluctuations in the expected outcomes, it
would be reasonable to go ahead with the implementation of this project.
To emphasize the convenience of this method of prediction, we may also
cite a couple of examples of other small farmers projects in the
19country. The Barisal Irrigation Project is one which envisages to 
triple the annual production of rice with primary and secondary low- 
lift pump irrigation after its completion within a period of five years. 
Original IRR to the project is 28 per cent, but with a 15 per cent de­
crease in rice prices it is 24 per cent, while with 15 per cent increase
in input costs it is 27 per cent. The other example is the Chittagong
20Hill Tracts Development Project which envisages the rehabilitation 
of displaced tribal small farmers on standard horticultural holdings 
of 6 acres each within a financing period of 13 years, and thereby 
increase their incomes along with many fold increases in output of 
fruit such as pineapples, lemons, guanas, cashew nuts, etc. The 
original IRR estimate including non-horticultural incomes is over 50 
per cent while excluding non-horticultural incomes, it is reduced to 
29 per cent. All these examples point out to the fact that if possi­
bilities of variation in future incomes of a small farmers project 
are carefully considered, a dependable forecast about the project's 
financial viability can be reasonably made.
19 Bangladesh Appraisal of the Barisal Irrigation Project, IBRD 
Document, Washington, 1975.
20 Chittagong, H.T., "Development Project, An Evaluation", Bangladesh 
Bank Document, Dacca, 1974.
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But, in spite of the above contention about minimizing 
inaccuracies in financial prediction, the fact remains that the 
collection of farm level field data on which these estimates are based 
is at best an exercise in approximation. The accompanying risks and 
uncertainties about every element of an agricultural project will be 
always there, for the reasons already explained. It is not possible 
to cover all the relevant criteria satisfactorily in the appraisal of 
a small farmers' project, due to present scarcity of personnel having 
formal training and expertise in decision-making techniques. The 
emphasis, therefore, should be more on the planning and performance 
of a small farmers' project than only on the sophisticated appraisal 
of it. This would greatly help in rectifying the inaccuracies and 
mistakes in such a project through continuous monitoring and readjust­
ments in the overall programme framework.
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ANNEXURE 2
ESTIMATE OF CROP PRODUCTION IN THE AREA OF 
AZGANA-TARAFPUR
(Crop Year: 1973-74)
Name of Crops
Total Area 
Cropped 
(Acres)
YieId/ 
Ac re 
(Maund)
Estimated
Production
(Maund)
VALUE
/Maund Gross
(Taka) (Mil. Tk.)
Cereals
Aus Local Be. 5,685 11.25 63,956 100 6.40
Aus HYV 525 31.5 16,538 105 1.74
Aman Local Be. 3,800 18.0 68,400 100 6.84
Aman Local Tp. 4,700 23.0 108,100 100 10.81
Aman HYV 2,000 38.0 76,000 105 7.98
Boro Local Tp. 250 20.0 5,000 110 0.55
Boro HYV 2,775 40.0 111,000 105 11.66
Sub-Total: 19,735 448,994 45.98
Other Crops
Pulses 240 6.0 1,440 120 0.17
Sweet Potato 45 30.0 1, 350 60 0.08
Sugarcane (Goor) 55 13.0 715 200 0.14
Oil-Seeds 260 6.0 1,560 175 0.27
Horticulture * * * * 3.99
Jute 880 10.0 8,800 82 0.72
Tobacco 74 12.0 888 150 0.13
Sub-Total: 1,554 14,753 5.50
TOTAL 21,289 463,747 51.48
Be. = Broadcast 
Tp. = Transplant 
* = Not Available
Source: Thana Agr. Office, Mirzapur
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ANNEXURE 3
STATEMENT OF PRIMARY CO-OPERATIVES (KSS) 
IN THE AZGANA-TARAFPUR AREA
Azgana Tarafpur
Particulars ---------------------------------
1972-73 1973-74 1972-73 1973-74
1 . No. of KSS 28 37 12 12
2. Total Membership (No.) 2,230 2,455 488 488
3. Total Savings and 
Shares (Taka) 33,375 38,625 9,216 9,216
4. Assets and Properties 
(Taka) 33,675 38,925 9,516 9,616
5. Loans Outstanding (Taka) - 92,702 - 46,351
6 . Payments Due (Taka) - 19,191 - 9,595
7. Recovery Made (Taka) - 318,443 - 159,222
Source: Thana Project Office, IRDP, Mirzapur.
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ANNEXURE 4A(1)
ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FOR 5 YEARS OF LIVESTOCK 
A FAMILY DAIRY UNIT OF 3 COWS 
(Value in Taka)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
COSTS
A. Capital Cost:
1. Materials for Cowshed 400 - - - -
2. Value of Milch-Cows 3600 - - - -
3. Labour: Own Family - - - - -
[Sub-Total: Capital] [4000] - - - -
B. Operating Cost: 
4. Feed:
a) Fodder 1811 1811 1811 1811 1811
b) Concentrates 1095 1095 1095 1095 1095
Medicines, etc. 45 45 45 45 45
5. Labour: Own Family - - - - -
[Sub-Total: Operating] [2951] [2951] [2951] [2951] [2951]
(Sub-Total: Materials] [6951] [2951] [2951] [2951] [2951]
Total Cost: 6951 2951 2951 2951 2951
RETURNS
1. Main Product: Milk 2160 4860 7020 2160 4860
(Maund) (18) (40.5) (58.5) (18) (40.5
2. By-Product: Calf - 800 - 800 800
(Nos.) - (2) - (2) (2)
Total Returns: 2160 5660 7020 2960 5660
Net Returns: -4791 2709 4060 9 2709
LOANING 
1. Borrowing:
. ("Subsistence" Families
a Kin ("Above Sub." Families
3600 - - - -
2880 - - - -
b) Cash ("Subsistence" Families 950 — _ — _
("Above Sub." Families 870 - - - -
2 . Repayment:
„ . . , (Subsis. Familiesa) Principal (Above gub_ ^ - 1000 1200 1100 1250- 950 1000 900 900
. . (Subsis. Fam. @ 9% — 819 320 212 113n Interest (Above Sub. Fam. @ 12% - 900 336 216 108
, (Subsistence FamiliesTotal Repay. . , „ . „(Above Sub. Families
- 1819 1520 1312 1363
- 1850 1336 1116 1008
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ANNEXUKE 4A(2)
ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FOR 5 YEARS OF LIVESTOCK 
A FAMILY GOATERY UNIT OF 20 GOATS 
(Value in Taka)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
COSTS
A. Capital Cost:
1. Materials for Goat-Shed 500 - - - -
2. Value of She-Goats 2000 - - - -
3. Labour: Own Family
[Sub-Total: Capital] [2500] - - - -
B. Operating Cost:
4. Feed: (+yg) (+yg) (+yg) (+yg)
a) Fodder 730 1314 1314 1314 1314
b) Concentrates 1533 1533 1533 1533 1533
5. Medicines, etc. 100 100 100 100 100
6. Labour: Own Family - - - - -
[Sub-Total: Operating] [2363] [2947] [2947] [2947] [2947]
[Sub-Total: Materials] [4863] [2947] [2947] [2947] [2947]
Total Cost: 4863 2947 2947 2947 2947
RETURNS
1. Main Product: Young Goats - 4800 4800 4800 4800
(Nos.) - (32) (32) (32) (32)
2. By-Product: Milk 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080
(Maund) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9)
Total Returns: 1080 5880 5880 5880 5880
Net Returns: -3783 2933 2933 2933 2933
LOANING 
1. Borrowing:
("Subsistence"Families 
a in ("Above Sub." Families
2000 - - - -
1600 - - - -
("Subsistence"Families 
b) CaSh ("Above sub." Families
1265 - - - -
1165 - - - -
2. Repayment:
„ . . , (Sub. Families 765 800 850 850a) Principal . , _ , _(Above Sub. Fam. - 565 700 750 750
. . (Sub. Families _ 588 225 153 77b Interest (Above Sub. Fam. - 664 264 180 90
m  ^ „ (Sub. FamiliesTotal Repay. ; ,(Above Sub. Fam.
- 1353 1025 1003 927
- 1229 964 930 840
+yg Includes young goats.
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ANNEXURE 4A(3)
ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FOR 5 YEARS OF LIVESTOCK 
A FAMILY POULTRY UNIT OF 50 BIRDS 
(Value in Taka)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
COSTS
A. Capital Cost:
1. Materials for Poultry Home 900 - - - -
2. Feeders, baskets, trays etc. 100 - - - -
3. Value of Improved Chicks 220 - - 250 -
(Nos.) (55) - - (55) -
4. Labour: Own Family - - - - -
[Sub-Total: Capital] [1220] - - [220] -
B. Operating Cost:
(Chicks 540 - _ 540 -1 . (Layers 810 1620 1620 810 1620
. . (Chicks 100 — _ 100 —9 . Mp>mci nos (Layers 38 75 75 38 75
3. Labour: Own Family - - - - -
[Sub-Total: Operating [1488] [1695] [1695] [1488] [1695]
[Sub-Total: Materials [2708] [1695] [1695] [1708] [1695]
Total Cost: 2708 1695 1695 1708 1695
RETURNS
1. Main Product: Eggs 1575 3150 3150 1575 3150
(Nos.) (4500) (9000) (9000) (4500) (9000)
2. By-Product: Culled Birds - - - 400 -
Total Returns: 1575 3150 3150
(50 Nos. 
1975
)
3150
Net Returns: -1133 1455 1455 267 1455
LOANING 
1. Borrowing:
("Subsistence" Families 220 - - 220 -
a) Kind sub." Families 175 - - 175 -
("Subsistence" Families 1640 - - 640' -
CaS ("Above Sub." Families 1315 - - 515 -
2. Repayment:
("Sub." Families a) Principal („Above Sub.„ Fam.
— 900 960 - 860
- 700 790 - 690
("Sub." Families — 335 86 — 155b) Interest (Above Sub. Fam. - 358 95 - 166
("Sub." Families Total Repay. (,lAbove Sub." Fam.
— 1235 1046 — 1015
- 1058 885 - 856
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ANNEXURE 4B(1)
ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE FOR 5 YEARS OF HORTICULTURE:
PAPAYA
(Volume in Taka)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
COSTS
A. Capital Cost:
1. Plants 150
(600 Nos.)
— - —
2. Labour:
a) Ploughing and Levelling 90 - - - -
(Animal and Man-Days) (4.5) - - - -
b) Pit Making, 600 Pits 272 - - - -
(Man-Days) 34 - - - -
c) Planting 64 - - - -
(Man-Days) (8) - - - -
[Sub-Total: Capital] [576] - - - -
B. Operating Cost:
3. Fertilisers [2 applications 
in Year 1]
a) N, [Urea] 150 60 60 60 60
(Maund) (2.5) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0)
b) P205, [T.S.P.] 140 60 60 60 60
(Maund) (3.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
c) K, [M.P.] 105 45 45 45 45
(Maund) (3.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
4. Labour:
a) Application of Fertilisers 96 16 16 16 16
(Man-Days) (12) (2) (2) (2) (2)
b) Earthing 64 - - - -
(Man-Days) (8) - - - -
c) Weeding 64 48 48 48 48
(Man-Days) (8) (6) (6) (6) (6)
d) Harvesting - 96 96 96 96
(Man-Days) - (12) (12) (12) (12)
[Sub-Total: Operating] [619] [325] [325] [325] [325]
[Sub-Total: Material] [545] [165] [165] [165] [165]
[Sub-Total: Labour] [650] [160] [160] [160] [160]
Total Cost: 1195 325 325 325 325
RETURNS
1. Main Product - 5000 5000 5000 5000
(Maund) - (250) (250) (250) (250)
2. Seedlings:
Total Returns: - 5000 5000 5000 5000
Net Returns: -1195 4675 4675 4675 4675
LOANING 
1. Borrowing:
a) Kind 545 - - - -
b) Cash 520 - - - -
2. Repayment:
a) Principal - 250 300 265 250
b) Interest at 12% per annum - 256 98 62 30
Total Repayment: - 506 398 327 280
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BANANA
(Value in Taka)_____________________________
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
COSTS
A. Capital Cost:
1. Plants (Suckers):
a) "Shabri" 600 - - - -
(No s.) (300) - - - -
b) "Chapa" 230 - - - -
(Nos.) (230) - - - -
2. Labour:
a) Ploughing and Levelling 90 - - - -
(Animal and Man-Days) (4.5) - - - -
b) Pit Making, 530 Pits 240 - - - -
(Man-Days) (30) - - - -
c) Planting 48 - - - -
(Man-Days) (6) - - - -
[Sub-Total: Capital] [1208] - - - -
B. Operating Cost:
3. Fertilisers [2 applications
in Year 1]
a) N, [Urea] 270 90 90 90 90
(Maund) (4.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
b) P205, [T.S.P.] 180 60 60 60 60
(Maund) (4.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
c) K, [M.P.] 135 45 45 45 45
(Maund) (4.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
4. Labour:
a) Application of Fertilisers 128 16 16 16 16
(Man-Days) (16) (2) (2) (2) (2)
b) Earthing 64 - - - -
(Man-Days) (8) - - - -
c) Weeding 48 48 48 48 48
(Man-Days) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6)
d) Trimming - 32 32 32 32
(Man-Days) - (4) (4) (4) (4)
e) Harvesting and Processing - 64 64 64 64
(Man-Days) - (8) (8) (8) (8)
[Sub-Total: Operating] [825] [355] [355] [355] [355]
[Sub-Total: Material] [1415] [195] [195] [195] [195]
[Sub-Total: Labour] [618] [160] [160] [160] [160]
Total Cost: 2033 355 355 355 355
RETURNS
1. Main Product:
a) "Shabri" - 2000 2000 2000 2000
(Bunches) - (200) (200) (200) (200)
b) "Chapa" - 1000 1000 1000 1000
(Bunches) - (200) (200) (200) (200)
2. By-Product (Suckers) - 848 848 848 848
(Nos.) - 1600 1600 1600 1600
Total Return: - 3848 3848 3848 3848
Net Return: -2033 3493 3493 3493 3493
LOANING 
1. Borrowing:
a) Kind 1415 - - - -
b) Cash 495 - - - -
2. ( Repayment:
a) Principal - 410 500 500 500
b) Interest at 12% per annum - 458 180 120 60
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ANNEXURE 4B(3)
ESTIMATED COST AND RETURNS PER ACRE FOR
PINEAPPLE 
(Value in Taka)
5 YEARS OF HORTICULTURE:
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
COSTS
A. Capital Costs:
1. Plants (Suckers):
a) "Kew" 300 - - - -
(2500 Nos .) - - - -
b) "Queen" 540 - - - -
(4500 Nos .) - - - -
2. Labour:
a) Ploughing and Levelling 170 - - - -
(Animal and Man-Days) (8.5) - - - -
b) Removing Shrubs & Grasses 64 - - - -
(Man-Days) (8) - - - -
c) Planting 200 - - - -
(Man-Days) (25) - - - -
[Sub-Total: Capital] [1274] - - - -
B. Operating Cost:
3. Fertilisers [2 app. in Year 1]
a) N, [Urea] 120 90 90 90 90
(Maund) (2.0) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
b) P205, [T.S.P.] 100 60 60 60 60
(Maund) (2.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
c) K, [M.P.] 75 45 45 45 45
(Maund) (2.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
4. Straw for Mulching - 60 60 60 60
5. Labour:
a) Application of Fertiliser 192 80 80 80 80
(Man-Days) (24) (10) (10) (10) (10)
b) Weeding 240 160 160 160 160
(Man-Days) (30) (20) (20) (20) (20)
c) Mulching - 40 40 40 40
(Man-Days) - (5) (5) (5) (5)
d) Harvesting and Processing - 120 120 120 120
(Man-Days) - (15) (15) (15) (15)
[Sub-Total: Operating] [727] [655] [655] [655] [655]
[Sub-Total: Material] [1135] [255] [255] [255] [255]
[Sub-Total: Labour] [866] [400] [400] [400] [400]
Total Cost: 2001 655 655 655 655
RETURNS
1. Main Product - 3750 4500 3750 3000
(Nos.) - (5000) (6000) (5000) (4000)
2. By-Product (Suckers) - 700 700 - -
(Nos.) (35 000) (35 000) - -
Total Returns: - 4450 5200 3750 3000
Net Returns: -2001 3795 4545 3095 2345
LOANING 
1. Borrowing:
a) Kind 1135 - - - -
b) Cash 695 - - - -
2. Repayment:
a) Principal - 400 500 530 400
b) Interest at 12% per annum - 439 172 112 48
Total Repayment: - 839 672 642 448
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ANNEXURE 4B(4)
ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE FOR 5 YEARS OF HORTICULTURE:
LEMON (SEEDLESS)
(Value in Taka)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
COSTS
A. Capital Cost:
1. Plants (Grafts) 300 - - - -
(Nos.) (600) - - - -
2. Labour:
a) Ploughing and Levelling 90 - - - -
(Animal and Man-Days) (4.5) - - - -
b) Pit Making, 600 Pits 272 - - - -
(Man-Days) (34) - - - -
c) Planting 64 - - - -
(Man-Days) (8) - - - -
[Sub-Total: Capital] [726] - - - -
B. Operating Cost:
3. Fertilisers [2 applications]
a) N, [Urea] 120 60 60 60 60
(Maund) (2.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.5)
b) P205, [T.S.P.] 80 40 40 40 40
(Maund) (2.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0)
c) K, [M.P.] 60 30 30 30 30
4. Labour:
a) Application of Fertiliser 96 16 16 16 16
(Man-Days) (8) (2) (2) (2) (2)
b) Weeding 64 48 48 48 48
(Man-Days) (8) (6) (6) (6) (6)
c) Harvesting - 96 96 96 96
(Man-Days) - (12) (12) (12) (12)
[Sub-Total: Operating] [420] [290] [290] [290] [290]
[Sub-Total: Material] [560] [130] [130] [130] [130]
[Sub-Total: Labour] [586] [160] [160] [160] [160]
Total Cost: 1146 290 290 290 290
RETURNS
1. Main Product - 1800 2400 3000 3000
(Nos.) - (15 000) (20 000) (25 000) (25 000)
2. By-Product (Grafts) - - - 300 300
(Nos.) - - - 1500 1500
Total Returns: - 1800 2400 3300 3300
Net Returns: -1146 1510 2110 3010 3010
LOANING 
1. Borrowing:
a) Kind 560 - - - -
b) Cash 470 - - - -
2. Repayment:
a) Principal - 250 280 250 250
b) Interest at 12% per annum - 247 94 60 30
Total Repayment: - 497 374 310 280
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ANNEXURE 4C
ESTIMATED AVERAGE COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE OF 
PADDY CROPS
rf/ 
HYV Aman HYV Boro
Local 
Aus rf/
Local 
Aman rf/
COSTS
1. Seeds 50 50 80 80
(Maund) (0.5) (0.5) (1.0) (1.0)
2. Fertilisers and Pesticides:
a) N, [Urea] 120 120 45 45
(Maund) (2.0) (2.0) (0.75) (0.75)
b) P205, [T.S.P.] 60 60 20 20
(Maund) (1.5) (1.5) (0.5) (0.5)
c) K, [M.P.] 30 30 - 15
(Maund) (1.0) (1.0) - (0.5)
d) Insecticides 40 40 - -
(lbs) (4.0) (4.0) - -
3. Manures - - 25 25
(Maund) - - (50) (50)
4. Irrigation - 35^ - -
[Sub-Total: Material] [300] [650] [170] [185]
5. Labour:
a) Bullock Labour 192 192 168 168
(Animal-Days) (16) (16) (14) (14)
b) Preparation, Seedbed and Land 128 128 112 128
(Man-Days) (16) (16) (14) (16)
c) Sowing and Planting 160 160 8 128
(Man-Days) (20) (20) (1) (16)
d) Appl. Fertiliser and Pesticides 24 24 16 16
(Man-Days) (3) (3) (2) (2)
e) Weeding and Racking 96 96 32 64
(Man-Days) (12) (12) (4) (8)
f) Harvesting, Threshing, etc. 192 192 128 160
(Man-Days) (24) (24) (16) (20)
[Sub-Total: Labour] [792]1092
[792]
1442
[464]
634
[664]
849Total Costs:
RETURNS
[Main Product] Total Returns: 2625 3375 1050 1725
(Maund) (35) (45) (15) (23)
Net Returns: 1533 1933 416 876
rf/ = Rain-Fed Condition. 
pp/ = Power Pump Irrigation.
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ANNEXURE 50
ANNUAL PRODUCTION ESTIMATES OF THE AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT: AZGANA-TARAFPUR
(Average of 5 Years Financing Period with Power Irrigation)
Act ivit ie s
Phyu1 ca l Yield per Unit Under Production Gross
Quantity of Price per
Gross Value 
of ProductionUnit (Tk)Production Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Average Production (Taka)
l. Handicrafts
A. Basket (Nos.) 2,293 (Workers! 120 120 120 120 120 120 2,75,160 3.50 9,63,060
B. Winow (Nos.) 2,293 " 120 1 20 120 120 120 120 2,75,160 4 11,00,640
C. Mat (Nos.) 2,293 " 40 40 40 40 40 40 91,720 12 11,00,640
Sub-Total: 31,64,340
2. Livestock
A. Dairy: 19,098 (cows)
i Milk (Maund) 6 13.5 19.5 6 13.5 11.7 2,23,446.6 120 2,68,13,592
ii Calf (Nos.) 
B. Goatery: 1,27,320 (goats)
.67 .67 .67 .4 7,639 400 30,55,600
i Milk (Maund) .45 .45 .45 .45 .45 .45 57,294 120 68,75,280
ii Goats (Nos.) 
C. Po u 11 ry : 3,18,300 (birds)
1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.28 1,62,970 150 2,44,45,500
i Eggs (Doz.) 7.5 15 15 7.5 15 12 38,19,600 4.20 1,60,42,320
ii Chickens (Nos.) - - - - 0.2 63,660 8 5,09,280
Sub-Total: 7,77,41,572
3. Horticulture
A. Papaya (Maund) 870 (Ac res) - 250 250 250 250 200 1,74,000 20 34,80,000
B. Banana: 660 "
i Fruit (Bunch) - 400 400 4 00 400 320 2,11, 200 7.50 15,84,000
ii Suckers (Nos.) 
C. Pineapple: 419 .
1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,280 8,44,800 0.53 4,47,744
i Fruit (Nos.) - 5,000 6,000 5,000 4,000 4,000 16,76,000 0.75 12,57,000
ii Suckers (Nos.) 
D. Lemon: 210
- 35,000 35,000 ~ “ 14,000 58,66,000 0.02 1,17,320
i Fruit (Nos.) - 15,000 20,000 25,000 25,000 17,000 35,70,000 0.12 4,28,400
ii Grafts (Nos.) - - - 1,500 1,500 600 1,26,000 0.25 31,500
Sub-Total 2,159 (Acres) 73,45,964
4. Paddy
A. HYV Aman (Maund) 7,500 (Acres) 35 35 35 35 35 35 2,62,500 75 1,96,87,500
B. HYV Boro (Maund) 5,760 " 45 45 • 45 45 45 45 2,59,200 75 1,94,40,000
C. Local Aus (Maund) 1,135 " 15 15 15 15 15 15 17,025 70 11,91,750
Sub-Total 14,395 (Acres) 4,03,19,250
5. Cash Crops
A. Garlic (Maund) 887 (Acres) 60 60 60 60 60 60 53,220 160 85,15,200
B. Onion (Maund) 887 " 120 120 120 120 120 120 1,06,440 60 63,86,400
C. Chilli (Maund) 1,097 " 25 25 25 25 25 25 27,425 280 76,79,000
Sub-Total: 2,871 (Acres) 2,25,80,600
6. Vegetables
A. Stem Plant (md.) 2,641 (Acres) 100 100 100 100 100 100 2,64,100 20 52,82,000
B. ^Lady’s Finger " 870 " 63 63 63 63 63 63 54 ,810 40 21,92,400
C. Snake Gourd " 1,097 90 90 90 90 90 90 98,810 35 34,55,550
D. Beans 1,097 80 80 80 80 80 80 87,760 40 35,10,400
E . Gourd (Nos.) 1,324 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4 ,000 4,0C0 52,96,000 0.90 47,66,400
F. Sw. Pumpkin (Nos. 1,097 " 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,0C0 21,94,000 1.50 32,91,000
G. Cauliflower " 4 19 " 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 18,85,000 0.75 14,14,125
11. Cabbage 419 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 18,85,500 0.75 14,14,125
I. Potato (md.) 1,775 80 80 80 80 80 80 1,42,000 50 71,00,000
J . Toma to " 870 100 100 100 100 100 100 87,000 30 26,10,000
K. Peas 870 60 60 60 60 60 60 52,200 35 18,27,000
Sub-Total 12,479 (Acres) 3,68,63,000
TOTAL 31,904 (Acres 18,80,14,726
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ANNEXURE 5D
ANNUAL SALARY ESTIMATES OF THE PROJECT PERSONNEL 
AND ITS COST COMPONENT TO THE PROJECT
Designation Approximate Salary (Tk.)
Cost
Component (Tk.)
Project Executive Director 
(Br. Manager, Gr.I:B.K.B.) 12,000 2,400°al
Project Joint Ex. Director
(Thana Project Officer, IRDP) 12,000 2,400
Director I; (Thana Agr. Officer) 10,000 2,000Cal
Director II; (Thana Livestock 
Officer) 10,000 2,000Cal
Director III; (Thana Irrigation 
Officer) 8,000
, ^^^cal 1,600
Director IV; (Project Horticulture 
Officer) 8,000 8,000
Accountant; (B.K.B.) 7,000 cal1,400
Assistant Accountants (2) 5,400 10,800
Sr. Investigation Officers (2) 7,000 14,000
Investigation Officers (4) 5,400 21,600
Thana Inspector, BADC 6,000 -i „^cal 1,200
Head Mechanic, BADC 4,500 4,500
Asst. Mechanics, BADC (2) 3,900 7,800
Union Agr. Assistants (2) 5,400 cal2,160
Project Livestock Assistants (2) 5,000 10,000
Project Horticulture Assistants (2) 5,000 10,000
Peons (2) 2,400 4,800
Guards (4) 2,400 9,600
116,260
cal = Indicates charge allowance for the already existing personnel.
